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I. INTRODUCTION AND ASSIGNMENT OBJECTIVES

Grant Thornton LLP ("Grant Thornton", "us", "we", "our", or "team") was retained by the City of Chicago ("City") Corporation Counsel ("Counsel") to assist Counsel by conducting a review and audit\(^1\) of the Workers’ Compensation Program ("Program") for the City covering calendar years 2017 and 2018.

Grant Thornton’s procedures were performed at the direction of Counsel. Counsel engaged us to assist the City with a review of the Program to identify potential patterns or instances of fraud, waste, and abuse ("FWA") within the Program. Our assignment and procedures included:

1) The analysis of workers’ compensation benefits administered in 2017 and 2018 to assist the City in determining whether the Program:
   a. provided workers’ compensation benefits in compliance with governing statutes, rules, and policies;
   b. workers’ compensation costs are in line with comparable peer jurisdictions; and
   c. provided workers’ compensation benefits indicative of FWA by employee claimants, medical providers, and law firms.

2) An assessment of the Program’s operations and processes, including any fraud prevention and detection processes and protocols.

The procedures we executed fall within four broad workstreams: fraud risk assessment, analytics (data analytics), testing (claims testing), and research (peer jurisdictional analysis).

The scope of our assignment determined by Counsel as set forth above, did not include investigative procedures designed to determine the root causes or a quantum of potential FWA. We did not conduct interrogative interviews seeking admission of guilt of perpetrating potential FWA against the Program.

Grant Thornton also did not conduct electronic discovery (e.g., computer forensic imaging of Program employee work computers, obtaining forensically sound email populations of Program personnel and conducting a targeted search for information) or attempt to quantify the potential financial impact to the City’s financial statements or the Program of any of our adverse findings and observations as a result of the procedures we performed.

\(^1\) The use of the word “review” or “audit” in the scope of services of this assignment was not undertaken or performed as any form of assurance or attestation as defined by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants ("AICPA"). Grant Thornton as a firm is neither providing an opinion on any financial statements or other information nor providing an attestation or other form of assurance with respect to our work. Further, Grant Thornton did not apply procedures to determine the Program’s financial reporting was in compliance with any specified requirements from the AICPA, generally accepted accounting principles ("GAAP"), or other pronouncements, regulations, or guidelines on accounting. The parameters of this assignment were determined at the direction of Counsel through a scoping process that identified objectives and the means to measure whether the objectives were met.
II. LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS

a. Standards of Performance

Our scope of work is as set out in our engagement letter or otherwise agreed to, which is quoted in this report. Our analysis of the affairs of the Program does not constitute an audit, review, or compilation in accordance with auditing and attestation standards and, consequently, we do not express an opinion on the figures included in the report. Because our services are limited in nature and scope, they cannot be relied upon to discover all documents and other information or provide all analyses that may be of importance in this matter. Accordingly, we make no representations regarding the sufficiency of our procedures for your purposes. Our services were provided in accordance with the Statement on Standards for Consulting Services promulgated by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and, accordingly, neither constitute a rendering by Grant Thornton LLP or its partners or staff of any legal advice, nor do they include the compilation, review, or audit of financial statements, as defined by the AICPA. Grant Thornton’s project planning was conducted at the direction of Counsel and execution of our work was performed with objectivity and integrity; however, our work was not intended to be performed in accordance with the AICPA’s generally accepted audit standards (“GAAS”) 2. Unless specifically stated herein, we did not validate the accuracy or completeness of any data or information provided to perform our procedures. The scope of the assignment has been limited to analyses of documents and data, along with information provided in interviews that have all been provided by the City, City employees, or City contractors. As such, we cannot be relied upon to discover all documents and other information or provide all analyses that may be of importance to the operations and administration of the Program. Although Counsel asked us to identify indications of FWA of which we become aware, our responsibility for the assignment was not specifically to conduct an investigation into possible fraudulent activity perpetrated within or against the Program. We neither conclude on the existence of possible fraudulent activity nor do we attempt to define what the whole population of possible FWA occurrences could be.

2 GAAS is intended to serve as the authoritative guidance in an assurance engagement, in which “the objective of the ordinary audit of financial statements by the independent auditor is the expression of an opinion on the fairness with which they present, in all material respects, financial position, results of operations, and its cash flows in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles” (AU 110 “Responsibilities and Functions of the Independent Auditor”). This assignment is a consulting engagement as defined by our professional guidance. The Statement on Standards for Consulting Services (CS Section 100) applies, in particular paragraph .06 which requires as “Standards for Consulting Services” the following: a) professional competence, b) due professional care, c) appropriate and adequate planning and supervision, and d) an obligation to seek out sufficient relevant data. Further, CS 100, paragraph .02 defines the following: “The nature and scope of work is determined solely by the agreement between the practitioner and client.” Further, paragraph .05 sub b) defines “advisory services, in which the practitioner’s function is to develop findings, conclusions, and recommendations for client consideration and decision making”. This was the guidance Grant Thornton relied upon in conducting the work regardless of the naming convention (i.e., “audit”) used by the City in its request for proposal to conduct this engagement.
b. Limitations on Distribution

This report contains sensitive and confidential information proprietary to the City. It is restricted for the use and distribution to the parties of our engagement letter, and should not be disclosed to unauthorized third parties. We have not and shall not be deemed to assume any duties or obligations to any third party. This report is privileged and confidential and intended for the sole use by Counsel for whom it was prepared and to whom it was addressed. It is limited to the specific scope and activities agreed to with Counsel. This report may not be copied, reproduced, disseminated, distributed, or otherwise made available to any third party, in whole or in part, without the express prior written consent of Grant Thornton LLP. Grant Thornton LLP’s consent may be withheld for any reason. In preparing this report, Grant Thornton LLP used professional care and diligence and relied upon the information provided by the City and other sources for our analysis. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Grant Thornton LLP as to the accuracy or completeness of the information relied upon and included in this report. If the City wishes to disclose or disseminate in any manner any portion of any deliverable, other than the public report that Grant Thornton will assist the City with preparing, to a third party, the City agrees to first (i) provide Grant Thornton LLP with a draft of the proposed disclosure, (ii) obtain Grant Thornton’s advance written approval, and (iii) if requested, obtain from the third party and provide to Grant Thornton a non-disclosure agreement and/or release in a form satisfactory to Grant Thornton in its sole discretion. Grant Thornton LLP acknowledges and accepts that all information and records supplied to and created for the City are public records and subject to public disclosure, and in the normal course of its duties, the City may also use this information to prepare related documents that are released to the public. Notwithstanding the City’s permission to use the information provided, any work product, deliverables, or documents delivered by Grant Thornton LLP shall be released only as redacted in accordance with law or with the prior written permission of Grant Thornton LLP. This report is not to be used for any other purpose and we specifically disclaim any responsibility for losses or damages incurred through the use of this report for a purpose other than as described in our engagement letter.
III. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Based upon the procedures we performed and information made available to us as of the date of this report, the City’s Workers’ Program is in need of substantial improvement to operate more effectively as well as prevent and detect potential fraud, waste, and abuse (“FWA”). While we were not tasked with nor did we investigate potential instances of fraud, we did identify significant control deficiencies and weaknesses that would create an environment where FWA could be present.

Of the workers’ compensation claims we tested, the majority were not in compliance with governing statutes, rules, or the Program’s internal claim administration guidelines in varying degrees of severity. Contributing factors to these results included the Program not maintaining its operations based on commonly accepted workers’ compensation industry best practices and an inadequately trained workforce. In addition, the Program likely did not consistently provide workers’ compensation benefits in compliance with governing statutes, rules, or the Program’s internal claim administration guidelines.

We attempted to obtain comparable claims data from 19 peer agencies and jurisdictions, including major metropolitan areas. The data we did receive from seven different sources is not specifically comparable to that of the City’s Program for a variety of reasons detailed in the report. Any attempt to determine whether the City’s workers’ compensation costs are or are not in line with those comparable peer jurisdictions would require additional data that was not available to us to analyze. Some jurisdictions provided limited data and others were non-responsive.

In all, we interviewed or interfaced with nearly 50 individuals including 28 current or former employees of the Program, City executives and other departmental personnel, third parties providing claims administration services to the Program, and outside counsel to which the Program referred some workers’ compensation claims. Without exception, those individuals we interviewed or interfaced with were cooperative.

The City should evaluate whether it should invest the resources to substantially improve the Program to enhance its control environment and its operations, or whether the City should invest the resources to outsource the Program’s administration of workers’ compensation benefits to a third party that specializes in the administration of workers’ compensation benefits. Either course of action will likely result in cost savings to the City over time, but in conjunction with its evaluation of the best course of action to take the City should estimate the likely cost savings and whether that cost savings can be achieved within a timeframe acceptable to the City.
IV. BACKGROUND, DEFINITIONS, AND KEY SOURCES OF INFORMATION

a. Background

As of April 1, 2019, the Program will be administered by the Department of Finance ("DOF"), which is a function of the Executive Branch of the City government. Prior to April 1, 2019, the Program was administered by the Committee on Finance ("COF") of the City Council, which is a part of the Legislative Branch of the City government.

The Program administers workers’ compensation benefits for four City employee groups – Civilian, Police and Fire, Aviation, and Federally Funded Civilian – as follows:

- **Aviation and Federally Funded Civilian** personnel have all aspects of workers’ compensation claims (hereinafter referred to as “workers’ compensation claims” or “claims”) administered by a third-party administrator, Cannon Cochran Management Services, Inc. (“CCMSI”) (https://www.ccmsi.com);
- **Police and Fire** personnel have managed medical and medical claims administered through the Program. Indemnity and life reserves claims are administered by the individual departments, the Police Department and the Fire Department, respectively; and,
- **Civilian** personnel have all aspects of workers’ compensation administered by the Program.

The Program employees have functioned under the following organizational structure: a Director of Workers‘ Compensation, Assistant Director, Civilian Workers’ Compensation Manager, Claims Counsel, claims adjusters (segregated by claim type), Investigators, and administrative support. Also, Coventry Healthcare Workers’ Compensation, Inc. (“Coventry”) reviewed and adjusted medical bills for Civilian and Police and Fire workers’ compensation claims.

The City’s Department of Law (“DOL”) Torts Division is responsible for handling workers’ compensation claims that involve arbitration or litigation proceedings as part of the claim adjudication process. Certain claims are referred to one of several external law firms to assist with the claim adjudication process including subrogation (e.g., Hennessy & Roach, P.C., Coghlan Law LLC, and others).

The Program has operated for many years with little to no monitoring and oversight by any other City departments who may have otherwise had the jurisdiction to do so. Some of these departments have requested access to the Program’s records for review, including the City of Chicago Office of Inspector General (“OIG”), but it is our understanding the Program or the COF may not have always produced a complete set of responsive information, may have denied the request, or not fulfilled the request. For example, one such request was fulfilled with the caveat that information would be limited to information permissible under the Illinois Freedom of Information Act and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996.

---

3 Unless otherwise noted, all Grant Thornton findings and observations within this report are based on the Program’s operations from January 1, 2017 through March 31, 2019.

4 Federally Funded Civilian describes those employees whose salaries are paid through federal funding sources.

5 Police and Fire as a term used in this report is inclusive of sworn police officers and firefighters as well as the civilian employees who work within the Police and Fire Departments, respectively.

6 Claim types are classified as follows: a) indemnity, b) managed medical, c) life reserves, and d) medical only.
b. Definitions

**Average Weekly Wage ("AWW")** – calculated based on the claimant’s weekly wage in the 52 weeks prior to the date of the injury, per the Illinois Worker’s Compensation Act ("Act"). The Act addresses several factors impacting the calculation such as; disqualifying bonuses and overtime for purposes of the calculation, employees who have been employed by the employer for less than 52 weeks, employees who have lost 5 or more working days during the 52 week period, and employment by another employer which the liable employer had knowledge of prior to the injury. Per the Act, indemnity benefits for TTD (see definition below) are calculated as 66 2/3 percent of AWW. Permanent Partial Disability entitles the claimant to 60 percent of AWW.

**CCMSI** – CCMSI manages all claims submitted by employees whose positions are Federally Funded Civilian and those who are employed by the Department of Aviation. CCMSI uses a combination of Program-issued Client Service Instructions and its internal Corporate Claims Best Practices to manage claims.

**Coventry** – Using its own medical bill review system called Coventry Connect, Coventry adjusts bills according to Illinois Worker’s Compensation Commission Medical Fee Schedule ("fee schedule"). Coventry also provides Nurse Case Management, Utilization Review ("UR"), and Independent Medical Exam ("IME") services to the Program.

**Indemnity claims** – Claims for medical expenses and Total Temporary Disability ("TTD" or "Total Disability" or "TD") benefits that are due to the claimant (employee) while they miss work because of the subject injury (ies).

**Insurance Services Office ("ISO") ClaimsSearch** – ISO ClaimSearch is a third-party service offering that provides statistical and actuarial information along with various advisory services. ISO is widely used in the insurance industry to obtain data about past losses, predict future losses, and satisfy other regulatory requirements such U.S. Department of Treasury - Office of Foreign Assets Control searches.

**iVOS** – The claims management system of record for the City of Chicago’s Workers’ Compensation Program.

**Life Reserves claims** – Claims for lifetime medical expenses due to catastrophic injury. The claimant will most likely be unable to seek any other employment because of the extent of the subject injury (ies).

**Managed Medical claims** – Claims for complex medical care that require a higher level of care oversight, coordination, and resources.

**Maximum Medical Improvement ("MMI")** – MMI is a treatment plateau in each claimant’s healing process. It can mean that the claimant has fully recovered from the injury or that the claimant’s medical condition has stabilized to the point that no major medical or emotional change can be expected in the claimant’s condition. The claimant has, or is, receiving Temporary Total Disability benefits related to the claim.

**Medical Only claims** – Claims for only medical expenses that are generally related to simple injuries requiring simple medical care and no time off work, meaning no TTD benefit liability.
Pending claims – Claims that have been received by the Program but whereby final categorization and disposition are still under review by the Program.

Record Only claims – Claims that are filed with the Program, but do not result in medical expense or TTD liabilities. It is in the best interest of employers to adequately manage Record Only claims in the event the claimant decides to seek medical treatment after the fact, or the injury contributes to complications in the future. Record Only claims should not have any associated benefit payments.

Subrogation – This is a term describing a legal right to pursue a third party that caused a loss (e.g., a workers’ compensation claim expense) incurred by the City, which then makes its own claim against others who may have caused the loss, insured the loss, or contributed to the loss. This is done in order to recover the amount of the claim paid by the City for the loss it incurred.

Temporary Total Disability (“TTD”) and Temporary Disability (“TD”) – Benefit put forth by the Act designed to temporarily compensate the injured worker during the duration of his or her disability.
c. Key Sources of Information

To understand the organizational structure, processes, and history of the City’s Program, Grant Thornton requested, gathered, and analyzed several sources of information. While this is not an exhaustive list of information obtained and reviewed, the items below represent key sources of information we relied upon during the course of the engagement:

1. An organization chart for the Program as of February 1, 2019, provided by the DOF:

2. Individuals interviewed by Grant Thornton (unless otherwise noted, all individuals listed are from the Program):
   a. Director of Workers’ Compensation
   b. Assistant Director
   c. former Assistant Director
   d. two Claims Counsel
   e. Administrative Manager
   f. Civilian Workers’ Compensation Manager
   g. Chief Investigator
   h. eleven Civilian Adjusters (overseeing indemnity, medical, managed medical, and life reserves claims)
   i. three Police and Fire Adjusters
j. two Clerical Staff
k. one Information Technology ("IT") employee (System Administrator)
l. three DOL Torts Division lawyers
m. Inspector General, OIG
n. Deputy Inspector General for Audit, OIG
o. Deputy Inspector General for Investigations, OIG
p. General Counsel for OIG
q. Deputy General Counsel for OIG
3. iVOS claims data for Civilian and Police and Fire for 2017 and 2018
4. CCMSI claims data for Federally-Funded Civilian and Aviation for 2017 and 2018
5. Coventry medical data for Civilian and Police and Fire for 2017 and 2018
6. Program employees' payroll data for 2017 and 2018
7. Current Program employees' resumes
8. The DOL's historical list of workers' compensation claims requiring litigation support
9. Hennessy & Roach, P.C. list of workers' compensation claims referred to the firm
10. COF's list of claims referred externally for legal services
11. The OIG's list of workers' compensation claim complaints received and those resultant claim complaints the OIG referred to the Program for its review
12. A sample of an OIG investigative report regarding a workers' compensation claimant
13. Copy of an unsigned agreement between the COF and Coventry from 2008
14. Correspondence from the COF and Jenner & Block LLP regarding the OIG's requests for documentation from the Program
15. Program employee list given to the OIG by the Department of Human Resources
16. Background documents provided by the OIG:
17. Collective bargaining agreements ("CBA") for the Police and Fire departments
18. CCMSI policies and procedures for Federally Funded Civilian claims management and Aviation claims management
19. Claims Management Guide utilized by the Program
20. Peer jurisdiction workers' compensation data from select peer agencies and jurisdictions including the City's Program data from years 2014-2018 (see more details in Section VIII)

Grant Thornton requested documents that could not be or were not provided as of the date of this report including:

1. The COF's policy on contracting with third parties
2. Coventry's policy on medical bill review and payment processes
3. Risk Console user guide and sample reports
4. List of claims handled by Coghlans Law LLC and other applicable law firms for legal support and subrogation

The contents of this document were prepared solely for the use of the City of Chicago Corporation Counsel in the normal course of discharging their duties. It is not to be used, relied upon or referred to by any other party for any purpose.
V. FRAUD RISK ASSESSMENT

a. Workstream Summary

Grant Thornton performed fraud risk assessment procedures over the Program to identify potential fraud risks and make actionable recommendations for improvement. Utilizing the five principles introduced in the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission ("COSO") Fraud Risk Management Guide ("COSO Guide"): Fraud Risk Governance, Fraud Risk Assessment, Fraud Control Activities, Fraud Investigation and Corrective Action, and Fraud Risk Management Monitoring Activities, Grant Thornton determined the Program's overall fraud risk maturity aligns with Level One (Ad Hoc) of our fraud risk maturity model (see Figure 1). We evaluated and rated the Program's fraud risk activities across each of these principles and provided detailed findings and recommendations in Section V.c. and Section V.d., respectively of this report.

b. Procedures Performed

In correlation with realignment of the Program from the COF to the DOF, the City determined it needed additional information related to the fraud risks that could expose it to financial, operational, and reputational harm.

Framework Methodology. Grant Thornton's fraud risk assessment framework is based on principles introduced in the COSO Guide. The COSO Guide was published in September 2016 with co-sponsor, the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners ("ACFE"). The COSO Guide builds on the COSO 2013 Internal Control — Integrated Framework that has been accepted as the framework most non-federal government entities and public companies have adopted. Principle 8 of the COSO 2013 Internal Control — Integrated Framework is, "The organization considers the potential for fraud in assessing risks to the achievement of objectives." The COSO Guide applies to all industries and government entities and offers a blueprint for satisfying Principle 8, thus helping organizations to establish an overall fraud risk-management program. Further, it covers key fraud risk management components with suggested activities that result in fraud deterrence.

As noted above, Grant Thornton's fraud risk maturity model is based on the five principles of the COSO Guide. See Table 1 below for the COSO Guide's definition of the five key fraud risk principles essential to an effective fraud risk-management program. We assessed the City's Program using these five COSO principles as a benchmark for best practices in effective fraud risk management.
Table 1: COSO Fraud Risk Management Guide Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COSO Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fraud Risk Governance</td>
<td>The organization establishes and communicates a Fraud Risk Management Program that demonstrates the expectations of the board of directors and senior management and their commitment to high integrity Control and ethical values regarding managing fraud risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud Risk Assessment</td>
<td>The organization performs comprehensive fraud risk assessments to identify specific fraud schemes and risks, assess their likelihood and significance, evaluate existing fraud control activities, and implement actions to mitigate residual fraud risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud Control Activities</td>
<td>The organization selects, develops, and deploys preventive and detective fraud control activities to mitigate the risk of fraud events occurring or not being detected in a timely manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud Investigation and Corrective Action</td>
<td>The organization establishes a communication process to obtain information about potential fraud and deploys a coordinated approach to investigation and corrective action to address fraud appropriately and in a timely manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud Monitoring Activities</td>
<td>The organization selects, develops, and performs ongoing evaluations to ascertain whether each of the five principles of fraud risk management is present and functioning and communicates Fraud Risk Management Program deficiencies in a timely manner to parties responsible for taking corrective action, including senior management and the board of directors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current-State Fraud Risk Maturity Assessment Approach. Grant Thornton began by collecting available documentation to understand the current state during the period in scope (2017 and 2018). Following our review of Program documentation made available to us, we developed a detailed fraud risk map to identify potential fraud schemes as well as the actors and channels associated with each of those schemes. The fraud risk map provided a broad view of program vulnerabilities and identified areas to be assessed further during interviews.

With an understanding of potential vulnerabilities, we conducted one-on-one or small group interviews with management and staff across the entire Program, including relevant external stakeholders such as the OIG and the DOL Torts Division. The information gathering and interviews provided a significant level of detail that enabled us to identify and classify various fraud risks and make actionable recommendations for improvement.

The fraud risk assessment findings relate to both internal and external fraud threats across the entirety of the Program, including claims related to the above-noted employee groups (see Section IV.a.).

Grant Thornton evaluated the maturity of the Program against COSO Guide principles on a continuum from Ad Hoc (1) to Leadership (5). The maturity model continuum is presented below in Figure 1.
assessed the Program’s maturity solely against this framework. For each of the five principles, we identified gaps between the Program and established benchmarks. These gaps are presented as findings with detailed recommendations in **Section V.c. and Section V.d.** of this report.
The contents of this document were prepared solely for the use of the City of Chicago Corporation Counsel in the normal course of discharging their duties. It is not to be used, relied upon or referred to by any other party for any purpose.

**GRANT THORNTON’S FRAUD RISK MATURITY MODEL**

**Ad Hoc Level One**
- Fraud risk governance: Undocumented and in a state of dynamic change, tending to be driven in an ad hoc, uncontrolled, and reactive manner by users or events.
- Fraud risk assessment: Fraud risk management processes are disorganized, even chaotic.
- Fraud control activities: Success is likely to depend on individual efforts, and is not considered to be repeatable because processes would not be sufficiently defined and documented to allow them to be replicated.
- Fraud investigation & corrective action: Risks are managed largely in a reactive way.

**Initial Level Two**
- Fraud risk governance: The organization is aware of the need for a more formal fraud risk management approach.
- Fraud risk assessment: Processes are repeatable, possibly with consistent results.
- Fraud control activities: Fraud risk definitions often vary across the organization. Fraud risk is assessed and/or managed in silos, and enterprise-wide risks are not routinely considered.
- Fraud investigation & corrective action: Risks are managed largely in a reactive way.

**Repeatable Level Three**
- Fraud risk governance: There are sets of defined and documented standard processes established. Approaches are standardized and repeatable.
- Fraud risk assessment: Fraud risk management is aligned with the organization’s external and internal environment and integrates with the organization’s enterprise risk program.
- Fraud control activities: Senior levels and the board of directors receive fraud risk overviews or reports.
- Fraud investigation & corrective action: Roles, responsibilities, and performance measurements are defined and documented.

**Managed Level Four**
- Fraud risk governance: Fraud risk management activities across the organization are aligned with controls and performance indicators.
- Fraud risk assessment: Performance and quality are defined and can be measured.
- Fraud control activities: Information on fraud risks is aggregated and analyzed and is easily available to management. A process for notifying management in changes to fraud risk profiles is established and operating.
- Fraud investigation & corrective action: Full integration of the fraud risk principles into management processes has been achieved.

**Leadership Level Five**
- Fraud risk governance: The organization’s focus is on continually improving fraud risk management through both incremental and innovative changes/improvements.
- Fraud risk assessment: Management discusses fraud risk with a goal of strategic, operational, and profitability improvements.
- Fraud control activities: Fraud risk tolerance has been established and fraud risk assessments are designed to inform the board and management when thresholds have been exceeded.

**Figure 1: Grant Thornton’s Fraud Risk Maturity Model**
c. Findings

Maturity Assessment Results

Grant Thornton determined the Program’s overall fraud risk maturity aligns with Level One (Ad Hoc) of our maturity model. This overall maturity level represents the aggregate score across all five COSO principles outlined in Figure 2. We evaluated and rated the Program’s fraud risk activities across each of these principles. Detailed findings and recommendations are below-noted.

![Fraud Risk Maturity Assessment](image)

Figure 2: Fraud Risk Assessment Results

**COSO Principle 1: Fraud Risk Governance**

The COSO Guide calls for organizations to establish and communicate fraud risk management policies that demonstrate the expectations of senior management and their commitment to integrity and ethical values regarding managing fraud risk. Based on Grant Thornton’s evaluation, we determined the Program was operating at Level One (Ad Hoc) for this principle.

Grant Thornton noted the Program had no formalized governance or oversight structure, which contributed to an overall lack of activities and controls to prevent FWA. The following were key findings related to this COSO principle:

The contents of this document were prepared solely for the use of the City of Chicago Corporation Counsel in the normal course of discharging their duties. It is not to be used, relied upon or referred to by any other party for any purpose.
The Program did not have a comprehensive enterprise fraud risk policy, including defined roles and responsibilities. The COSO Guide states that a fundamental principle of an effective fraud risk management policy is for all personnel to be cognizant that the organization does not accept fraudulent behavior of any kind. The Program had no documented policies or guidelines related to fraud and any antifraud activities we identified were inconsistent in their approach and application.

The COSO Guide states an organization should identify the roles and responsibilities of all personnel as they relate to fraud risk governance. The Program did not have any specific roles or responsibilities that related to fraud risk governance or management of fraud risks. Lack of clear roles and responsibilities introduces ambiguity regarding who is responsible for identifying and managing fraud risks as well as handling allegations of suspected FWA. This ambiguity could allow FWA to go unnoticed and/or unreported and creates significant risk for the Program.

The Program did not offer antifraud training. The COSO Guide calls for organizations to implement an enterprise-wide fraud-focused training course that is required for all employees on a recurring basis. Further, the COSO Guide states this type of enterprise-wide training provides a consistent basis for fraud awareness throughout the organization, which is a fundamental pillar of any fraud risk management effort. Grant Thornton noted the Program lacked any antifraud training material. Any job-specific training performed was conducted by more senior adjusters on an ad-hoc basis, and therefore, was not consistent in who received the training or at what level of detail.

The Program did not conduct fraud awareness initiatives. The COSO Guide states an organization should communicate the importance of fraud risk management at all levels of the organization, with a continued focus on fraud deterrence, prevention, and detection. Grant Thornton noted the Program documented a list of potential red flags within the “Claims Management Guide” to help claims adjudication staff identify potential issues (including fraud and other common problems) during the adjudication process. However, these red flags were simply provided as additional information and beyond this list of common red flags, Grant Thornton was unable to identify any efforts by the City or Program management to raise awareness about the risk of fraud as it relates to the Program. A lack of awareness about specific Program risks and red flags raises the likelihood that instances of FWA could go unnoticed.

COSO Principle 2: Fraud Risk Assessment

The COSO Guide calls for organizations to perform comprehensive fraud risk assessments to identify specific fraud schemes and risks, assess the likelihood and significance of those risks, evaluate existing fraud control activities, and implement actions to mitigate residual fraud risks. Based on Grant Thornton’s evaluation, we determined the Program was operating at Level One (Ad Hoc) for this principle.
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The following key finding was related to this COSO principle:

- The Program had not performed a fraud risk assessment to identify and respond to fraud risks.

This finding is below detailed.

**The Program had not performed a fraud risk assessment to identify and respond to fraud risks.**

The COSO Guide states the fraud risk assessment process should be comprehensive and identify specific fraud schemes and risks across the organization. Once an organization has developed a standardized fraud risk assessment process, the organization should establish a fraud risk assessment team that includes the appropriate levels of management. Finally, the COSO Guide states the fraud risk assessment process should be repeated periodically and organizations should consider changes affecting the organization – such as changes in operations, personnel, and leadership – that can affect fraud risks and may trigger the need for a reassessment. Grant Thornton noted the Program had no standardized fraud risk assessment methodology and had never performed a fraud risk assessment. This presents significant risk to the Program, as the completion of a fraud risk assessment is needed to understand the sources of fraud risk, assess the likelihood and impact of fraud events, and determine appropriate risk responses based on the Program’s risk tolerance and prioritization.

**COSO Principle 3: Fraud Control Activities**

The COSO Guide calls for organizations to select, develop, and deploy preventive and detective fraud control activities at various levels of the organization to mitigate the risk of fraud events. Based on Grant Thornton’s evaluation, we determined the Program was operating at Level Two (Initial) for this principle. Grant Thornton assessed the Program at Level Two because it did have some internal controls in place, for example the Program employed segregation of duties controls for the claim adjudication, investigation, and review/approval roles. Additionally, the Program had a documented best practices guide, which included red flags to document indicators to help adjudicators identify potential fraud, waste, and abuse.

The following key findings are related to this COSO principle:

- The Program did not have any documented policies or procedures other than the Claims Management Guide.
- The Program had limited fraud control activities.
- The Program did not employ proactive data analytics.
- The Program was not able to produce – and so it can be presumed the Program does not maintain – fully executed contracts with third parties.

These findings are below detailed.

**The Program did not have any documented policies or procedures.** The COSO Guide states organizations should thoroughly document and implement their control activities through formal policies and procedures. Grant Thornton noted the Program did not have any written policies or procedures except for the Claims Management Guide that included potential red flags and was last updated in 2015. Without thoroughly documented policies and procedures, control activities will not be institutionalized and may not be implemented consistently across the Program.
The Program had limited fraud control activities. Grant Thornton noted the Program developed and implemented some internal controls and processes to identify and investigate potential FWA in workers’ compensation claims and related medical bills. However, we noted the Program did not have adequately documented policies and procedures to ensure consistent application of fraud control activities across all business processes and did not take actions to determine their effectiveness in preventing or detecting potential cases of FWA. Further, the Program did not have a process to assess fraud risks; therefore, it did not take a coordinated approach to identify control gaps and develop preventative and detective controls in response to program risks and gaps.

The Program did not employ proactive data analytics. The COSO Guide states organizations should implement a system of data analytic processes and procedures to identify anomalous transactions or events for further investigation. Grant Thornton noted the Program does not use either software it is currently licensed to use or software readily available in the market to perform data analytics to identify potential FWA. Program management informed Grant Thornton a dashboard is used to track medical claims processing metrics on a monthly basis. However, the Program’s use of analytics was limited to tracking workflow status and did not employ analytic methods to prevent or detect suspicious transactions for further investigation. The Program informed us it utilizes a tool, Risk Console, to assist with some data analytics. We requested samples of reports and the tool’s user guide, but as of the date of this report, the Program has not provided these requested items.

The Program was not able to produce — and so it can be presumed the Program does not maintain — contracts with third-party service providers. The COSO Guide calls for organizations to analyze all fraud risks, including external risks, and their impact on the organization’s objectives. This analysis is not entirely possible without fully understanding the rights and obligations related to relationships with service providers. The Program was only able to produce an unsigned copy of its agreement with Coventry. As such, Grant Thornton was unable to examine whether the contracts or the process by which they are awarded would have presented FWA risks to the Program.

**COSO Principle 4: Fraud Investigation and Corrective Action**

The COSO Guide calls for organizations to establish a communication process to obtain information about potential fraud and deploy a coordinated approach to investigation and corrective action to address suspected fraud appropriately and in a timely manner. Based on Grant Thornton’s evaluation, we determined the Program was operating at Level Two (Initial) for this principle.

The following key findings are related to this COSO principle:

- The Program did not maintain an anonymous fraud tip hotline to facilitate internal or external referrals for potential fraud.7
- The Program’s investigations function did not have documented policies or procedures to ensure consistent, reliable investigations.

---

7 Grant Thornton noted the Program received anonymous fraud tips related to the Program or claims through the OIG.
These findings are below detailed.

The Program did not maintain an anonymous fraud tip hotline to facilitate internal or external referrals for potential fraud. The Program indicated that any cases of suspected fraud were to be addressed by Program leadership, which could potentially discourage reporting of suspected cases of internal fraud schemes perpetrated by Program personnel. The ACFE noted in its 2018 Report to the Nations that organizations with hotlines identified 46 percent of fraud cases due to tips, versus only 30 percent of fraud cases at organizations without hotlines. Additionally, according to the ACFE, tips are the most common initial detection method, accounting for 40 percent of cases. Internal audit and management review, by comparison, only accounted for 15 percent and 13 percent, respectively.

The Program’s investigations function did not have documented policies or procedures to ensure consistent, reliable investigations. Grant Thornton noted the Program operated a investigations function that was staffed by former Chicago Police Department officers with criminal investigation experience. The Program’s investigations personnel collected written and verbal witness statements and conducted surveillance on claimants suspected of exaggerating or falsifying injury claims. These processes were repeatable and offered a proactive way to address potential FWA before a claim was adjudicated and payments began. However, Grant Thornton determined based on interviews, the Program did not have formal, standardized investigation policies or procedures. Program staff also indicated investigation documentation was often inconsistent or incomplete and hindered the claims adjudication teams’ ability to make well-informed adjudication determinations. It is also noteworthy the Program did not have a conflict of interest policy prohibiting or instituting controls over the Program’s investigations personnel from investigating Chicago Police Department personnel claims.

COSO Principle 5: Fraud Monitoring Activities

The COSO Guide calls for organizations to select, develop, and perform ongoing evaluations to ascertain whether each of the five principles of fraud risk management is present and functioning and communicates fraud risk management program deficiencies in a timely manner to parties responsible for taking corrective action, including senior management. Based on Grant Thornton’s evaluation, we determined the Program was operating at Level One (Ad Hoc) for this principle.

The following key finding is related to this COSO principle:

- The Program did not perform monitoring evaluations to determine whether each of the five principles of fraud risk management were present and functioning.

This finding is below detailed.

The Program did not perform monitoring evaluations to determine whether each of the five principles of fraud risk management were present and functioning. Grant Thornton observed the Program was not performing activities related to principle one (Fraud Risk Governance) or principle two (Fraud Risk Assessment). Therefore, it had not implemented activities to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of activities related to these principles. Our team noted the Program did perform basic antifraud control activities as well as investigations to support adjudication determinations. However,
the Program did not have standardized monitoring activities to determine the effectiveness of its control activities or investigations process.

d. Recommendations

The major findings and activities identified during our fraud risk assessment workstream, described above, have contributed to Grant Thornton assessing the Program’s overall fraud risk maturity level at Level One (Ad Hoc). Grant Thornton assessed the Program at Level One because its fraud risk management processes were largely missing or undocumented. Further, the activities we identified were being performed in an ad-hoc, reactive manner by Program personnel. Because of this, successful efforts to consistently prevent or detect FWA were highly likely to depend on individual efforts and were not considered to be repeatable because processes were not sufficiently defined and documented to allow them to be replicated.

The fraud risk maturity model above set forth is an effective tool to help the Program understand its current state as well as determine an appropriate goal state. It is important to note that the fraud risk maturity model is intended as a guide, and the Program should weigh the relative costs and benefits of achieving higher levels of maturity across the COSO Guide’s five principles. Not all organizations need to achieve the Leadership level for all principles to see significant benefits from their antifraud efforts. The sections below provide targeted recommendations to help the Program address our specific findings and achieve a higher level of antifraud program maturity to help ensure taxpayer resources are safeguarded against FWA.

COSO Principle 1: Fraud Risk Governance

Overall, fraud risk governance should be the first focus in developing a fraud risk management program. For the Program to progress in maturity, Grant Thornton recommends the following actions:

1. Fraud Risk Management Policy.
   a. Establish a comprehensive fraud risk management policy that includes broad policies and principles that guide personnel conduct.
   b. Document the defined roles and responsibilities of all Program personnel as they relate to fraud risk governance within the fraud risk policy.
   c. Define and distinguish internal and external fraud definitions within training materials and within the future antifraud program.

2. Antifraud Training. Grant Thornton recommends the Program develop a comprehensive in-person antifraud training and require all Program employees attend the training on an annual basis. The Program should also develop tailored training content for specific roles and levels, such as claims adjudicators and investigators, which require specific knowledge of antifraud policies, processes, and control activities. While Program-wide training provides a solid foundation, more advanced and detailed antifraud training would help ensure Program management and staff understand the relevant fraud risks, red flags, and know how to report suspected FWA.
We recommend as a starting point to develop Program-wide training that follows basic best practices including:

a. Define external fraud
b. Provide examples of past schemes, other unethical behavior, and red flags
c. Instruct individuals on how to report potential FWA
d. Inform of disciplinary action for policy violation
e. Develop a training plan which documents:
   i. Employees and third parties to receive training
   ii. Which training programs apply to each job function
   iii. A schedule for training by level and job function

Lastly, the Program should keep records of training completion enabling them to monitor employees who are not compliant.

3. Fraud Awareness Initiatives. Promoting fraud awareness throughout the Program from the top down is vital to creating a strong antifraud culture. It is important to conduct fraud awareness initiatives to demonstrate Program leadership’s commitment to proactively addressing fraud risks. The Program should promote awareness through training, codes of conduct, fraud discussions at recurring team meetings, and frequent communications (e.g., town hall/department meetings, fraud email newsletters). Additionally, the Program should coordinate with the OIG to publicize information about antifraud efforts and successfully resolved FWA cases to raise awareness about the consequences of committing fraud, which acts as a deterrent to potential perpetrators of fraud.

COSO Principle 2: Fraud Risk Assessment

For the Program to progress in maturity, Grant Thornton recommends the following actions:

1. Develop and Implement a Recurring Fraud Risk Assessment. The Program should develop and implement a fraud risk assessment methodology based on the following COSO leading practices:
   a. Involve appropriate levels of management
   b. Involve staff from across all roles and levels of the Program
   c. Analyze both internal and external fraud risks and their impact on the achievement of objectives
   d. Consider various types of fraud beyond the typical financial fraud schemes (see the fraud risk map in Appendix A for a list of common workers compensation fraud schemes)
   e. Continue to mature and incrementally improve the process with each iteration
   f. Estimate the likelihood and significance of risks identified
   g. Establish a fraud risk tolerance which considers the balance between risk and reward
   h. Develop risk responses based on the Program’s risk tolerance
   i. Incorporate controls into the risk assessment and identify and prioritize remediation activities
   j. Establish a schedule to reexamine fraud risks periodically or as changes occur that could affect the Program
The fraud risk assessment forms the foundation for how an organization identifies and responds to its fraud risks. Fraud control activities developed based on the risk assessment should consider both the potential fraud schemes and the individuals within and outside the Program who could be the perpetrators of each scheme. The fraud risk map included in Appendix A provides a starting point for the Program to begin its risk assessment and develop control activities to address known vulnerabilities. As fraud risk management activities, including the fraud risk assessment, mature across the Program, City and Program personnel should revisit the fraud risk map and add new fraud schemes identified through experience, research of similar workers’ compensation programs, and cross-departmental fraud risk brainstorming sessions.

**COSO Principle 3: Fraud Control Activities**

Grant Thornton noted the Program developed and implemented limited antifraud controls and processes to identify potential FWA in workers’ compensation claims and related medical bills. As above noted, the ACFE 2018 Report to the Nations found that internal control weaknesses were responsible for nearly half of fraud cases. Furthermore, the ACFE noted data analytics accounted for losses that were 52 percent lower than organizations that did not employ analytics because analytics led to quicker detection. For the Program to progress in maturity, Grant Thornton recommends the following actions:

1. **Periodically Update Current Claims Management Guide.** The Program should continue updating the Claims Management Guide with best practices, red flags, and other useful resources (e.g., checklists, ACFE reference material). Fraud schemes are dynamic in nature and organizations must adapt to new schemes and perpetrators to stay ahead.

2. **Incorporate the Use of Proactive Data Analytics.** The Program should implement a system of data analytic processes and procedures to identify anomalous transactions or events for further investigation. This includes analyzing medical claims data received from Coventry to identify suspicious billing patterns across service types and providers. The Program should develop a process for investigating and taking action for anomalous transactions including the application of treatments (e.g., additional reviews for suspicious providers or types of medical services) to reduce the likelihood of FWA. The Program should consider using data analytic software available in the market to detect and prevent potential FWA (see Section VI.d.).

3. **Develop Policies and Procedures with Documented Fraud Control Activities.** The Program should develop policies and procedure guides for key business processes to ensure consistent application of fraud control activities across all Program staff. The policies and procedures should formally document key preventative and detective control activities. While we acknowledge the City does have some of these control activities, examples of common fraud control activities include the following:
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ACFE Common Fraud Control Activities

1. Rewards for whistleblowers
2. Job rotation/ mandatory vacation
3. Dedicated fraud department, function, or team
4. Formal fraud risk assessments
5. Proactive data monitoring and analysis
6. Surprise audits
7. Fraud training for management
8. Fraud training for staff
9. Antifraud policy
10. Employee support programs
11. Fraud tip hotline
12. Independent audit committee
13. Internal audit department
14. External audit of internal controls
15. Management certification of financial statements
16. Management review
17. Code of conduct
18. External audit of financial statements

Additionally, the Program should establish a periodic assessment process, including reviews performed by the OIG, to determine whether staff are performing the controls as defined in the policies and procedures and determine their effectiveness at preventing and detecting FWA. The most effective assessment programs include both internal reviews performed by management as well as reviews performed by external oversight bodies, such as the OIG.

4. Periodically Review Contracts with Third Parties. The Program should continually monitor compliance with third party contracts. This will allow City and Program management to identify any risks of FWA that may be result from these relationships. The Program should also ensure that any future procurement be well documented and in compliance with any applicable City ordinance, and/or local, State, and federal law.

COSO Principle 4: Fraud Investigation and Corrective Action

1. Develop and Implement an Anonymous Fraud Tip Hotline. Hotlines are consistently the most effective method in fraud detection. Therefore, an effective fraud tip hotline platform should be well-established. Hotline best practices and recommendations include:
   a. Access information (phone number and/or email address) should be provided to staff and third parties.
   b. Hotline capabilities should include: 24/7 availability, multilingual capability, multiple channels of reporting (e.g., phone, email, mail, etc.), and anonymous reporting.
   c. Development of the hotline should be accompanied by publication of clear whistleblower protections for any City employees that report internal fraud tips.

While we acknowledge the OIG does receive some tips of FWA related to claims the Program handles(ed), the Program should work with the OIG to establish a formal anonymous FWA tip hotline that is either specific to the City’s workers’ compensation benefit administration or is integrated into any existing anonymous FWA tip hotlines the OIG maintains and manages.

2. Document Policies and Procedures for Investigations. Grant Thornton noted the Program operated an investigations group that was staffed by former Chicago Police officers with experience...
performing criminal investigations. However, investigations into potential workers' compensation benefits FWA requires special investigative skillsets, processes, and procedures that may not be part of the law enforcement training or experience of former police officers. Furthermore, the Program should consider the benefit of using investigative resources experienced in investigating potential workers' compensation benefits FWA that are not former Chicago Police officers to avoid potential conflicts of interest. Grant Thornton recommends the Program work with the OIG to develop clear roles and responsibilities and document formal policies and procedures related to adjudication interviews and investigations to clearly identify at which point a potential FWA case should be referred to the OIG's Investigations team and to avoid potential conflicts of interest. The policies and procedures for the adjudication investigations and witness interviews should include clear standards for completeness and quality to facilitate a stronger adjudication determination and documentation process.

**COSO Principle 5: Fraud Monitoring Activities**

1. **Incorporate Analytics and Establish Appropriate Measurement Criteria.** The COSO Guide calls for organizations to establish measurement criteria to monitor and improve fraud prevention and detection, as well as provide the utilized criteria to the organization’s leadership on an ongoing basis. The Program should explore opportunities to incorporate data from the adjudication process as well as from medical claims and other key areas to develop performance metrics to better monitor effectiveness. In line with the COSO Guide, establishing appropriate benchmarks and metrics to guide Program management’s decision making process will elevate the Program’s maturity level.

2. **Consider Factors for Setting the Scope and Frequency of Evaluations.** The COSO Guide states organizations should consider factors for setting the scope and frequency of evaluations. This includes the consideration of changes in the organization, its operating environment, and its control structure to determine the appropriate scope and frequency of its fraud risk management monitoring activities. As fraud risks are prioritized, the Program should continuously consider the scoping and frequency of antifraud monitoring activities. For instance, changes in the Illinois State workers’ compensation laws would potentially require a limited scope risk assessment to determine the impact of the changes on the Program’s fraud risks.

3. **Evaluate, Communicate, and Remediate Deficiencies.** The COSO Guide states organizations should assess the results of separate and ongoing monitoring evaluations, communicate deficiencies to those responsible for corrective action, and determine that appropriate remediation activities are implemented in a timely manner. As the Program is still in the early stages of developing and implementing monitoring activities, the process for evaluating, communicating, and remediating deficiencies identified as part of these monitoring activities should be considered. In an ideal state, the processes for evaluating, communicating, and remediating deficiencies identified should be formal and documented in a policy or procedure to ensure roles, responsibilities, and processes are clear and well-defined. Once developed, these processes should be implemented alongside monitoring activities put in place.
VI. DATA ANALYTICS

a. Workstream Summary

Grant Thornton was tasked to perform analyses using data and knowledge collected from the Program to determine whether there are any indications of potential FWA. We performed multiple analyses to identify outliers within data extracted from the ICE and iVOS claim systems. We developed a set of business rules to guide these analyses based on knowledge gained from interviews with Program and City personnel and Grant Thornton’s collective experience with FWA data analytics and workers’ compensation industry experience.

Grant Thornton has provided analyses and visualizations of the claims data as examples of methods that should be undertaken as a standard matter. To this end, Grant Thornton recommends the City and Program perform such analyses regularly in order to identify outliers in their claims data, and further review specific claims that are identified as outliers. Grant Thornton has identified potential anomalies in the existing data, as well as more general recommendations around how the City can continually monitor potential instances of FWA in the Program.

b. Procedures Performed

Grant Thornton performed data analytics around the Program. We executed several data procedures to build consistency and quality into the results produced, including a thorough review of the data currently maintained relating to the Program. We also identified several examples of analyses the City should consider using in the future to identify anomalies that can then be further reviewed in order to limit losses from FWA.

Grant Thornton applied analytic techniques to identify anomalies indicative of suspicious behavior across employee claimants, medical providers, and law firms. The data review period covers workers’ compensation claim activity between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2018. Our focus was on the following five elements:

I. Collection and Understanding of Data
Development and Solicitation of Data Questionnaire and Request List

In order to develop a better understanding of what information the City is capturing with regard to the Program and the necessary processes to do so, Grant Thornton prepared a list of questions for the Program’s IT group. This questionnaire included topics intended to provide Grant Thornton a knowledge base of the data available to perform analyses relevant to the current FWA environment of the Program, including:

- Unique identifiers
- Personal employee data
- Claimant data
- Claim payment data
Investigated claims data
Legal representation data
Medical data
Claim metrics
System(s) in which this data is stored

In addition to the data questionnaire, we submitted a supplemental data request list for data pertaining to payment of claims, detail of claims, agency/employee group of claimants, legal representation of claims, medical detail of claims, and employee records of claimants. The data request list contemplated variables of interest that are typically used to analyze for potential FWA that could affect the Program. These datasets allowed Grant Thornton to draw observations of the Program’s environment and make recommendations to improve the environment going forward.

Review of Data Provided
As Grant Thornton received previews of the data contained in the claims data system, iVOS, each preview was reviewed, with specific consideration given to the time frame of data provided compared to the relevant review period, the variables included compared to the variables requested via the data request list, and the format of the data provided.

While the preview data was provided as samples to illustrate what was available, further review indicated the preview data format was not appropriate to support the intended analyses, as confirmed via conversations with the City. Grant Thornton was able to successfully clarify the data format needed from the City for analytics purposes.

II. Understand Existing Operations, Processes, and Systems

Participation in Interviews
Grant Thornton conducted several interviews with employees involved with Program’s claims administration to develop a better understanding of the systems used, procedures in place for processing claims, and other supplemental information regarding workers’ compensation claims. Program management suggested a walkthrough of iVOS would be helpful for analytics purposes.

Participation in System Demonstration
Grant Thornton participated in a demonstration of the claims data system, iVOS, to aid in the understanding of what claims data exists in this system and how the information could potentially be extracted. Grant Thornton recognized during this demonstration the iVOS does not support data extraction in a format conducive to conducting data analytics. Grant Thornton and Program IT personnel subsequently conducted a WebEx virtual meeting to discuss how the claims data in iVOS could be produced in a format appropriate for data analysis.
III. Prepare for Complete Data Retrieval

Establishment of Business Rules
While awaiting receipt of the data required for analysis, Grant Thornton developed logical business rules to serve as a basis for analysis once the data was received. These business rules were developed within four categories:

1. Claimant based rules
2. Medical provider based rules
3. Claim payment based rules
4. Law firm based rules

Grant Thornton created these business rules utilizing information collected in various interviews with Program personnel regarding claim processing and in collaboration with Grant Thornton team members with deep workers' compensation experience to configure the business rules based on specific insights and experience. The business rules are based on analytics best practices for identifying outliers, such as calculated comparisons to mean statistics and best practices within workers' compensation programs. These business rules allowed Grant Thornton to identify anomalies or areas in the Program where additional reviews should be considered for execution to limit FWA loss.

IV. Cleanse and Process Data

Grant Thornton received data from the Program through three different sources:

- The Program's claim processing system, iVOS
- Coventry data related to its services to the Program
- CCMSI data related to its services to the Program

iVOS and Coventry data only relate to Civilian and Police and Fire claims, whereas CCMSI includes data specific to Aviation and Federally Funded Civilian claims. As we began analysis of the data, we discovered key identifiers to tie the disparate datasets together proved to be insufficient, and the data could not be fully merged for a comprehensive view. Thus, Grant Thornton analyzed data from the aforementioned three sources separately to ensure accuracy of analytic findings. The limitations of the data are detailed in the following section.

Data Constraints
In preparing the data, Grant Thornton discovered several data challenges and constraints that required additional data cleansing, and in some cases, impacted the types of analyses that could be completed. The challenges and constraints were as follows:

- Inconsistent data entry of individuals and entities such as providers, claimants, and law firms
- Inconsistent formatting of like fields, e.g., names of individuals
- Unique key identifiers that did not match across datasets
- Insufficient number of records in a population such as a particular claim type

To prepare the data Grant Thornton used to develop the analytic reports, we utilized R, an open source programming language and software environment for statistical computing and graphics, to develop code to cleanse the data and maintain consistent formatting. It was during this stage we determined
that not all unique identifiers were properly maintained across the various systems, thus preventing full integration of the data received, and limiting the associated analytics that could be performed. Grant Thornton was informed that the “ICN” number in Coventry and “Document Number” in iVOS are key identifiers that could tie data from the two systems. However, Grant Thornton found that the data provided did not properly match. After the data was cleansed, Grant Thornton joined several of the datasets together where unique identifiers existed.

In Grant Thornton’s efforts to join claim payment data with claim log data, not unexpectedly, we observed a number of claims incurred in previous years were still being paid out during 2017 and 2018 (Figure 3). With further analysis, we observed that approximately five (5) percent of claims were opened ten (10) years ago or longer and are still receiving payments.

Active Claims Receiving Payments by Year Opened
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**Figure 3: Active Claims Receiving Payments**
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V. Develop and Perform Analytics

With the data cleansed and joined utilizing R, the next step was to derive several variables to represent elements of the business rules such as days between various dates and averages of several numeric fields. Grant Thornton then employed Tableau, a Business Intelligence (BI) platform, to support further analysis and anomaly detection. As we created data visualizations, Grant Thornton continuously re-evaluated the list of business rules previously developed, tailoring them to rules which could be applied to the data available.

The logical business rules guided each analysis, giving us a basis for the different fields and measures that should be compared across the Program data. The data visualizations we developed serve to identify anomalies within the data that merit further analysis and should be considered for further review by the City and the Program. Moreover, these should serve as a guide to the Program for future analysis, tracking, and monitoring of claims payments.

Grant Thornton performed analyses for each of the four subgroups: Civilian, Police and Fire, Aviation, and Federally Funded Civilian. However, due to the small volume of data for Aviation and Federally Funded Civilian claims compared to Civilian and Police and Fire, anomalous claims could not be as easily extracted through analyses on these datasets. Only analyses for which anomalous activity was detected are included in this report.

c. Findings

As stated above, the Program should consider establishing consistent review processes and actively monitor claims through the claim lifecycle. Grant Thornton performed the following analyses to provide the City and the Program with example analyses that support the detection of potential signs of FWA impacting the Program. The Program can benefit from conducting similar analyses prospectively to aid in monitoring and reviewing claims throughout their lifespan. For purposes of this report, Grant Thornton has anonymized all personally identifiable information including names of individuals, claim numbers, and accident descriptions. In addition to that anonymization, any initials and claim numbers depicted within this report are not the actual employee initials or workers' compensation claim numbers.

Year to Year Analysis

A comparison of claims from year to year allows for the identification of unexpected changes over time. Grant Thornton completed an analysis of the difference in number of claims and total amount paid out between the relevant years for analysis in **Figures 4 and 5**. A 56 percent decrease in the total amount paid out through the Program from 2017 to 2018 for both Civilian & Police and Fire and Federally Funded Civilian claims was observed. The City should perform year over year analyses for claims data to identify anomalies or red flags of FWA.

When further comparing the change in claims year to year, Civilian and Police & Fire data shows certain departments have approximately the same number of claims filed each year, but the overall amount paid out is much higher in one versus the other (**Figure 6**).
Figure 4. Claims by Year for Civilian and Police and Fire

Figure 5. Claims by Year for Federally Funded Civilians
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Timeframe Analysis

Analyzing claim frequency relative to the calendar year reveals spikes in claims that correspond to the week of or immediately following a holiday recognized by the City, as stated on the City’s website (Figure 7). A high number of claims immediately following a holiday could be considered anomalous, outside of work injuries and is often indicative of FWA in workers’ compensation claims. Grant Thornton recommends the City implement controls within the Program specifically targeting the weeks of and following holidays, to identify spikes in the number of claims filed during those weeks as compared to the average. A week of claims that tracks above the average may indicate that further review of claims opened in those weeks is appropriate.

Figure 7. Claims Opened by Week for Civilian and Police and Fire
Payments Analysis

We performed a boxplot analysis (see Figure 8) for each claim type, identifying an individual claim's percentile ranking, measured by the total amount in dollars paid by claim. We recommend claims with a total amount above the 75th percentile be considered for further review. Due to the large number of claims ranked above the 75th percentile for Managed Medical and Medical Only claim types, for Civilian and Police & Fire claims, as well as, Indemnity claim types for Aviation claims, Grant Thornton further analyzed these claim types with scatterplots, as in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Total Payments by Claim Type for Civilian and Police and Fire
Figure 9. Civilian and Police & Fire Medical Only, Civilian and Police and Fire Managed Medical, and Aviation Indemnity Scatterplots
Grant Thornton

The scatterplot analysis reveals a majority of claims for both Managed Medical and Medical Only types are clustered around smaller total payments relative to their respective averages. Analyzing claims via scatterplot allowed Grant Thornton to identify additional outliers observed for both Managed Medical and Medical Only claims.

Grant Thornton recommends, where possible, the City develop visualizations to track claim payments and detect potential outliers. Outliers within claim payment analysis should be considered for review because they could potentially identify instances of overpayment, exaggerated injury, and other such suspicious scenarios.

Geospatial Analysis

Grant Thornton performed a geospatial analysis of payments made to medical providers through the Program (see Figure 10). Through this analysis we observed over 25 percent of all payments made to medical providers were billed by providers outside of the State of Illinois. This high level is due in part to the Program’s preferred medical prescription company encompassing over 98 percent of payments made to providers in the State of Arizona. However, adjusting to exclude Arizona from the analysis, providers outside of Illinois still accounted for roughly 10 percent of bills paid to medical providers. This geographic makeup of payments to medical providers is consistent across 2017 and 2018.

Payments to providers with billing addresses outside of the State of Illinois should be considered for further review. Grant Thornton suggests a system control be created within the Program when a new provider is added with a billing address outside of the State of Illinois.
Grant Thornton performed a separate geospatial analysis to review the total value of claim payments made for claimants residing in the same zip code. Grant Thornton combined this analysis with the City's Ward boundary data from the City's Data Portal to provide a relative reference of Wards associated with high claim payment zip codes. Grant Thornton observed for claims in the relevant time frame, the highest payments were made between three geographic clusters in the City: southern region (Ward 19), southwestern region (Wards 13, 14, 22, and 23), and northwestern region (Wards 29, 30, 36, 38, 39, and 45) (see Figure 11). For a detailed map of City Ward boundaries, see Appendix H. The southwestern region of the City receives the most claims for Civilian, Police and Fire, and Aviation claims. This is highlighted in Figures 12, 13, and 14 for Civilian, Police and Fire, and Aviation.
claims, respectively. Further review of claims filed by claimants residing in these areas should be considered as the clusters could be indicative of a trend or a potential scheme amongst individuals living in the same area.

Aviation, Civilian, and Police and Fire Claims Geospatial Analysis
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**Figure 11. Aggregate Geospatial Analysis**

We performed further analysis on geographic claim distribution as compared to City employee residential locations to understand whether any unusual correlations about claim distribution could be observed (see Appendix J). Grant Thornton noted geographic claim distribution and city employee residential locations generally correlated, and we did not observe notable outliers.
Figure 12. Civilian Geospatial Analysis

Figure 13. Police and Fire Geospatial Analysis

Figure 14. Aviation Geospatial Analysis

Notes: Employee Zip Code Data for Federally Funded Civilian claims was not provided, therefore, a geospatial analysis could not be completed.

Adjuster Analysis

The average total amount paid per claim across Program claim adjusters for Civilian and Police and Fire claims is $15,090. Comparing each Civilian and Police and Fire adjuster's individual average amount paid to the overall average identifies several individuals whose average payout per claim is above average (see Figure 15). Similar analyses were completed for Aviation claims, but no similar outliers were identified. Grant Thornton performed an identical, but more granular analysis to analyze average claim payment by adjuster by claim type. Through this analysis, we identified several Record Only claims with one or more payments; however, Record Only claims generally should not have associated benefit payments (see Figure 16). This analysis can assist in identifying adjusters with a potential misunderstanding of the payments requirements as defined by the Program, adjusters with inadequate training or attention to detail, or other suspicious behavior.

Record Only claims paid out by an adjuster may indicate an adjuster's misunderstanding of the payment requirements as defined by the Program. Grant Thornton suggests that the City develop
system checks within the Program that indicate when a payment has been made for a Record Only claim (see Figure 16).

Figure 15. Average Total Amount Paid per Claim for all Program Adjusters
Record Only Claims by Adjuster for Civilian and Police and Fire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjuster</th>
<th># of Claims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALI</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODN</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EER</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNV</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWR</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBW</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNY</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLV</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Paid $ billions

Figure 16. Record Only Claims Paid
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Prescription Analysis

Grant Thornton calculated the average value of prescription payments and procedure payments per claim was $289 and $321, respectively, for Civilian and Police and Fire claims. We conducted an outlier analysis for both types of payments, identifying claims that were more than two standard deviations away from the average. As shown in Figures 17 and 18 below, there were numerous claims which stand out as outliers in regard to average prescription and procedure payment, as shaded in gray. Grant Thornton was unable to perform similar analyses for Aviation and Federally Funded Civilian claims as the medical billing data through CCMSI was unavailable for review.

Prescriptions and procedures billed for an amount greater than two standard deviations above the average could indicate inflation of costs by providers or over-prescription of medications to claimants. Grant Thornton recommends the City put process controls in place to periodically test for outlier claims with prescriptions and procedures bill amounts that exceed recent billed amounts (e.g., average billed amounts over last two years) and consider further review into the claims associated with these bills.

Prescription Payment Outliers for Civilian and Police and Fire

![Graph showing prescription payment outliers]

Figure 17. Prescription Billing for Civilian and Police and Fire

---

8 The statistical definition of an outlier is any record that lies greater than two standard deviations away from the mean.
Procedure Payment Outliers for Civilian and Police and Fire

Figure 18. Procedure Billing for Civilian and Police and Fire

Legal Spend

Through conversations with the City and Program personnel, Grant Thornton learned that Hennessy & Roach, P.C. ("Hennessy & Roach") was the law firm most frequently referred workers' compensation claim legal support by the Program; however, this only represents a small portion of all claims requiring legal support. After reviewing the claims year detail of those claims referred to Hennessy & Roach, Grant Thornton identified 23 claims filed prior to 2013 for which the related case was opened by Hennessy & Roach between 2017 and 2018 (see Figure 19). Based upon the documentation made available to us, it is unclear as to the amount and duration of any legal support for those 23 claims. (Note: Of the external law firms used by the Program we requested data from through Counsel, Hennessy & Roach was the only firm to provide data to be analyzed.) In addition to recommendations identified in Section VI.d. for developing a bidding process for identifying approved third parties, the City should consider developing an approved list of external law firms to which the Program can refer claims for legal support. Additionally, the City should develop a framework for identifying applicable criteria for when claims are referred externally for legal support versus to the DOL Torts Division.
### Hennessy & Roach Lawsuits for Claims Opened Before 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employee Zip Code</th>
<th>Claim Year</th>
<th># of Claims</th>
<th>Total of Associated Claims Paid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60617</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$116,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$118,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$36,656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60634</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$224,048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60609</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$107,282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$103,819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$10,805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60638</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$90,812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$130,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60612</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$204,855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60631</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$159,883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60608</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$150,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60616</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$128,335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60643</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$94,294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$20,573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60636</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$92,357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60622</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$82,878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60656</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$80,463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60652</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$15,347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60633</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60640</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 19. Hennessy & Roach Lawsuits for Claims Greater Than Five Years Old**

#### d. Recommendations

Based on the analyses completed, Grant Thornton identified several instances of anomalous patterns. Grant Thornton recommends the City and the Program perform standard and consistent monitoring and tracking of claims in alignment with the above analyses. These monitoring and tracking processes should be completed immediately after data is pulled from iVOS and aggregated with other data available (e.g., CCMSI and Coventry data). More robust analyses of the available data is called for in order to identify claims for further review. Examples of these analyses include routine statistical reporting, outlier alert notifications, and visualizations. Generating summary statistics monthly or quarterly for each claim type would allow Program personnel to validate how the claims within iVOS are tracking against expectations. A large jump in the average amount paid out on a number of claims or for one claim type from one calendar quarter to the next could indicate overpayments may have occurred. Developing alerts for figures associated with claim payments greater than two standard deviations above average can allow Program personnel to identify claims that may need further review.

Grant Thornton encourages the City to consider using analyses similar to the examples provided in our findings as methods of highlighting areas where anomalous claim patterns from 2017 and 2018 have been identified. Grant Thornton recognizes that the City’s ability to replicate these analyses may be limited due to their lack of access to software similar to those used by Grant Thornton. Grant Thornton believes development and consistent processing of similar analyses in the form of reports and system controls will aid the City in its efforts to identify potential instances of FWA in the Program.

---
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VII. CLAIMS TESTING

a. Workstream Summary

Grant Thornton tested 109 claims on a sample basis, made up of both judgmentally and randomly selected samples. We tested these claims against several attributes that aligned to the Program’s Claims Management Guide, rules and regulations promulgated by the Act, workers’ compensation insurance industry recognized best practices, and where applicable, processes and procedures in place at CCMSI. All 84 Civilian and Police and Fire claims tested — administered by the Program — failed at least three (3) attributes (i.e., failed the test). Otherwise stated, 100 percent of the Civilian and Police and Fire claims tested failed at least three (3) attributes of our testing. Of the 25 claims administered by CCMSI we tested, seven (7) claims passed all of the attributes in our testing. Otherwise stated, 72 percent of the remaining 18 CCMSI claims we tested failed at least one (1) attribute of our testing. Six (6) of the 25 CCMSI-administered, or 33 percent, failed at least three (3) attributes. (See Appendices B – E) for our testing attributes by claim type.)

Grant Thornton identified three broad areas for improvement that may lead to more robust claims administration: (1) developing thoroughly documented policies and procedures that encompass the entire claim administration process and include monitoring and oversight mechanisms, (2) instituting a formalized training regimen for all Program employees, and (3) performing a continual assessment of the systems, protocols, and inter-departmental communication channels for operational effectiveness and efficiency to support the Program’s ultimate goal of returning employees to work as quickly and safely as possible.

While the financial impact of implementing these three areas of improvement may initially appear cost prohibitive, the long term financial and operational benefits would be greater than the initial resource investment. Alternatively, the City should consider if maximum benefits would be achieved by outsourcing the Program’s administration of workers’ compensation benefits to a third party that specializes in the administration of workers’ compensation benefits.

b. Procedures Performed

To understand the Program’s claims administration process, procedures, and systems, Grant Thornton conducted interviews with key process owners, DOL Torts Division attorneys, and external legal counsel (Hennessy & Roach). We performed our testing procedures based on information gathered through the interviews along with information contained in the Claims Management Guide (which the Program considers ‘best practices’), and the Police and Fire CBAs.

As of the date of this report, the City’s Program uses iVOS to administer Civilian and Police and Fire claims. iVOS enables the Program to conduct and track claims management, policy administration, case management, events management, and claim payments. Coventry provides bill and UR services to the Program for both Civilian and Police and Fire claims; claimant medical records and medical bills are maintained within the Coventry Connect system. Program management provided Grant Thornton with a walkthrough of how a claim is processed within iVOS and how Program management monitors claims. CCMSI administers Aviation and Federally Funded Civilian claims using its claims management system, Internet Claims Edge (“ICE”). Grant Thornton requested, and was given access to iVOS, Coventry Connect, and ICE to perform claims testing.
Grant Thornton requested and received all Civilian and Police and Fire claims data for calendar years 2017 and 2018. Similar data was requested and received from CCMSI for Aviation and Federally Funded Civilian claims. We then stratified the claims data received into six distinct claims categories:

1. Indemnity
2. Life Reserve
3. Managed Medical
4. Medical Only
5. Pending
6. Record Only

During our scope period of testing, the claim category counts were:

**Civilian** – 400 Indemnity claims, two (2) Life Reserve claims, 608 Managed Medical claims, 1,598 Medical Only claims, four (4) Pending claims, and 485 Record Only claims

**Police and Fire** – 42 Managed Medical claims, 6,418 Medical Only claims, 10 Pending claims, and 288 Record Only claims

**Aviation** – 169 Indemnity claims, 154 Medical Only claims, and 92 Record Only\(^9\) claims

**Federally Funded Civilian** – 17 Indemnity claims, 33 Medical Only claims, and nine (9) Record Only claims

Grant Thornton also considered other qualitative characteristics for selecting claims to test such as: claims referred by the OIG for further investigation, claims referred to external legal counsel for legal proceedings, claims with a large reserve and/or benefits paid amount as of the date of testing, active claims open for extended periods of times, and closed claims with substantial payments (i.e., above $1,500) after the claim was closed.

Grant Thornton tested 109 claims comprised of the following: 59 Civilian, 25 Police and Fire, 20 Aviation, and five (5) Federally Funded Civilian. We then analyzed the selected claims in iVOS, ICE, and Coventry Connect for a combination of performance attributes, which varied by claim type. For example, Indemnity claims may be reviewed for completeness and accuracy of retaining and recording litigation matters within iVOS, whereas a Record Only claim may only be reviewed for appropriate file administration and timely closure. Performance attributes were identified within the testing matrix as federal law, State law, City law/ordinance, Program policies/procedures, and workers’ compensation insurance industry recognized best practices (see Appendices B – E). Claims administered on behalf of the Police and Fire departments had specific performance attributes due to requirements instituted by their respective CBAs. There were specific performance attributes for CCMSI’s administration of Aviation and Federally Funded Civilian claims.

---

\(^9\) CCMSI classifies Record Only claims as Incident Only.
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c. Findings

The content below presents testing results on a summary level by testing attribute. Refer to (Appendices B – E) for a detailed count of all claims testing results. Not all attributes applied to all claims tested due in part, but not limited to, the nature of the claims (Medical Only, Indemnity, etc.), disposition of the claim (approved, denied, etc.), whether a given claim was litigated, whether the claim was still open at time of testing, and other qualifying characteristics. The summary results presented herein indicate how many claims the subject attribute applied to for all claims tested.

Civilian and Police & Fire Claims

File Administration

The Program’s Claims Management Guide states a Program supervisor should review all new claims and related initial claim data when received to make an initial compensability assessment. Of the 57 Civilian and 25 Police and Fire claims to which this attribute applied, we identified 56 Civilian claim and 24 Police and Fire claim where a Program supervisor’s review was not documented.

It is commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practice to assign a claim to an adjuster within 24 hours of the claim having been received (in this case, by the Program) to expedite claim processing and ensure timely completion of subsequent steps after claim intake. This testing attribute applied to all 84 Civilian and Police and Fire claims we tested. Of these, there were 51 Civilian claims which were not assigned to a Program adjuster within 24 hours.

The Program’s Claim’s Management Guide stipulates the claimant’s AWW and TTD benefit amounts should be calculated within two (2) days of the claim being assigned to a Program adjuster. Of the 37 Civilian claims to which this attribute applied, seven (7) claims did not have their AWW and TTD benefit amounts calculated within the two (2) day requirement.

Initial File Review

The Program’s Claims Management Guide states an initial file analysis (“IFA”) should be conducted upon claim assignment to a Program adjuster. Grant Thornton tested IFA documentation against commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices that generally allow 24 to 48 hours after the claim is assigned to a Program adjuster for such a review. This attribute applied to all 84 Civilian and Police and Fire claims tested. The timely IFA was not documented for 53 Civilian and 19 Police and Fire claims.

The Program’s Claims Management Guide states a recorded statement should be obtained from all claimants. Of the 81 claimants to which this attribute applied, 13 Civilian and all 24 Police and Fire claims did not contain a recorded claimant statement. As the Police and Fire departments’ administration of their

10 Cae (1) Police and Fire claim and one (1) Civilian claim were death claims, and one (1) Civilian claimant was “incapable” of providing a recorded statement, and thus the recorded statement would not apply.
respective claims before the claims are transferred to the Program was outside of the scope of our engagement, it is unknown if Police and Fire claims require a recorded statement; however, an investigation would be incomplete without a statement being obtained and documented.

The Program's Claims Management Guide contains a best practice to obtain a witness statement on all Medical Only, Indemnity, and Managed Medical claims. Of the 50 claims tested to which this attribute applied, 20 of the Civilian and eight (8) of the Police and Fire claims did not contain a witness statement.

The Claims Management Guide contains a best practice that an Action Plan/Summary should be documented in IVOS. The best practice further stipulates a Program supervisor should have executed and review a Notepad\[sup]\textsuperscript{11}\[/sup] report for Action Plan/Summary at mid-month for a prior month’s claims and mid-week for a prior week’s claims. Of the 84 Civilian and Police and Fire claims to which this attribute applied, 22 Civilian and 17 Police and Fire claims did not contain an Action Plan/Summary. The lack of this step being taken indicates not only the Program adjusters’ failure to create an Action Plan/Summary, but also the Program supervisor’s failure to conduct a thorough periodic review of Action Plan/Summaries, if conducted at all. Some claims tested did contain notes with the topic ‘Action Plan’, however, in many cases there was no actual Action Plan within the content of the notes. An Action Plan should provide a proposed strategy or course of action in moving the claim forward to conclusion. It should also be updated throughout the course of an open claim file.

The Claims Management Guide contains a best practice that compensability determinations be completed and documented within two (2) business days after claim assignment to a Program adjuster. Further, the best practice stipulates a Program supervisor should execute and review a Notepad report for compensability mid-month for a prior month’s claims and mid-week for a prior week’s claims. Of the 57 Civilian claims to which this attribute applied, 10 claims did not contain documented compensability determination. This lack of documentation indicates not only the Program adjusters’ failure to document compensability determinations, but also the Program supervisor’s failure to conduct a thorough periodic review of compensability, if conducted at all. Compensability determinations for Police and Fire claims are conducted by those respective departments and we did not have access to Police or Fire Department claim compensability documentation.

**Benefit Delivery/Wages**

Based on interviews with Program staff, it is the Program’s process that Program clerical staff calculate AWW and TTD, and that calculated rates be verified by the assigned Program adjuster. Of the 36 Civilian claims to which this attribute applied, 15 claims did not have a documented AWW verification.

The Illinois Workers’ Compensation Commission, Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 9110, Section 9110.70 of the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules Administrative Code requires Temporary Disability stop letters be sent to the claimant within 14 days of benefits being stopped. Of the 27 Civilian claims to which this attribute applied, the Program did not send stop letters to 17 claimants.

\[sup]\textsuperscript{11}\[/sup] Notepad is a documentation function within the IVOS system used by the Program.
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We also identified overpayments totaling $14,073.02\textsuperscript{12} for six (6) of 39 Civilian claims tested to which this attribute applied. All overpayments were related to Indemnity benefits being paid after Indemnity benefits were stopped or because of incorrect calculation of Indemnity benefits.

**Medical Review**

The Program’s Claims Management Guide stipulates a Program adjuster should conduct an initial and ongoing review of available medical records. The best practice further stipulates this should be documented in a Medical Notepad within iVOS and summarized in the Action/Plan Summary Notepad. Of the 77 Civilian and Police and Fire claims to which this attribute applied, 29 Civilian and 23 Police and Fire claims did not contain a documented medical record review.

The Program’s Claims Management Guide contains a best practice to obtain a signed medical release (Medical Authorization Request) from the employee. Of the 82 claims to which this attribute applied, 24 Civilian and 24 Police and Fire claims did not have evidence of the medical release being retained or at the very least being initially sent to the claimant.

The Program’s Claims Management Guide stipulates a medical canvas for additional records should be conducted and documented in the Medical Notepad and summarized in the Action Plan/Summary Notepad. The Claims Management Guide stipulates beginning March 2015, claims adjusters should be “completing ISO indexing initially and throughout the life of the claim; preferably every six months” – which would include prior claims history for a given claimant. Of the 72 Civilian and Police and Fire claims to which this attribute applied, a medical canvas was not conducted and properly documented for 41 Civilian and 24 Police and Fire claims.

The Program’s Claims Management Guide makes reference to the Act’s authorization to employers to conduct a drug and alcohol test on employees after they are involved in any incident that results in a fatality or injury occurring while on duty or while performing acts on the behalf of the employer. The Program’s best practice per the Program’s Claims Management Guide is to record drug and alcohol testing results in the iVOS “Examination Tracking” tab. Of the 75 claims to which this attribute applied, 16 Civilian and 23 Police and Fire claims did not contain drug or alcohol test results.

**Forms**

The Act requires employers to file First Report of Injury (“FROI”) reports (IL Form 45) for all claims resulting in more than three (3) days of lost wages for the employee. Of the 39 tested claims to which this attribute applied, there was no evidence in the file that a FROI was manually filed with the Illinois Worker’s Compensation Commission as required under section 6(b) of the Act.

The Illinois Workers’ Compensation Commission Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 9110, Section 9110.70 of Joint Committee on Administrative Rules Administrative Code requires that delay letters be sent to the claimant if a compensability decision will not be made within 14 days of being notified or when they are aware of a related liability that will delay compensability determination. Of the 46 claims we tested to which this

\textsuperscript{12} Overpayments ranged from $80.00 to $11,416.46, and averaged $2,345.50.
attribute may have reasonably applied due to adjudication taking more 14 days as noted in the claim file, none (0) contained evidence of a delay letter.

The Illinois Workers' Compensation Commission Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 9110, Section 9110.70 of Joint Committee on Administrative Rules Administrative Code requires that denial letters be sent to claimants within 14 days of being notified or when they are aware of a related liability if the employer denies liability for payment of temporary total compensation with a written explanation of the basis for denial. Of the 16 denied claims we tested, 12 Civilian and two (2) Police and Fire claims failed this attribute test as there was either no denial letter or the reason for denial was vague and provided no denial reason other than "Claim is not compensable".

The Program's Claims Management Guide contains a best practice to document reserves via the Reserving Worksheet in iVOS. Of the 28 Civilian claims to which this attribute applied, only one (1) contained a Reserving Worksheet that contained sufficient reserves to cover bills paid. The other 27 Civilian claims either did not contain a Reserving Worksheet, or if a claim did contain one, it was not sufficiently filled out to support subsequent benefits and medical bills received and paid.

Reserves

Per the Claims Management Guide, reserves for applicable claims should be set within two (2) business days from when the claim is assigned to a Program adjuster. Of the 83 claims to which this attribute applied, six (6) Civilian and one (1) Police and Fire claim did not have reserves set timely.

It is commonly accepted workers' compensation insurance industry best practice to set reserve exposure for potential ultimate probable cost or expected future indemnity and medical payments. Of the 74 claims to which this attribute applied 11 civilian and 3 police and fire claims contained adequately calculated exposure reserves. 40 Civilian and 20 Police and Fire claims did contain adequately calculated reserves.

Grant Thornton observed it is commonly accepted workers' compensation insurance industry best practice reserves be properly set to pay for future and expected bills associated with the claim, and not on an ad hoc basis, or what is known as "stair-stepping"\textsuperscript{13}. According to commonly accepted workers' compensation insurance industry best practices, reserves should be set within two (2) business days. While this was satisfied for most claims due to auto-reserving\textsuperscript{14}, reserves were rarely reassessed until medical bills or indemnity payments were due (stair-stepping). Further, if a claim remains open for one (1) year or longer, a reserve reflecting ultimate probable cost should be set. At least one (1) claim tested that was open for longer than one (1) year did not reflect Ultimate Probable Cost reserves. This information is reflected in the results presented above related to reserve exposure setting.

While Grant Thornton did not attempt to quantify the potential stair-stepping effect on the City's financial statements, it should be noted the effect of stair-stepping can result in the improper asset and liability valuation on an organization's financial statements. Not properly setting reserves at the onset of a claim

\textsuperscript{13} "Stair-stepping" is the practice of frequently raising claim reserves to cover payments that come due. If loss reserves are raised by increments in order to cover the cost of claims expense as they happen, the term stair-stepping comes into use. If the claim reserves were to be charted, the resulting graph would look like stair steps.

\textsuperscript{14} iVOS automatically reserves $500 for all claims.
also hinders the Program’s ability to identify claims for which investigative and/or legal measures might mitigate the amount of loss. To prevent or minimize stair-stepping from the Program, its management would need more monitoring, training, and oversight to ensure adequate reserve setting at the onset and throughout the life of the claim. While reserves will likely never be 100 percent accurate, they should be set appropriately based on claim facts and progress within 12 months of claim receipt. This is referred to as setting the Ultimate Probable Cost on a claim.

Subrogation

The Claims Management Guide states potential third-party recovery should be assessed for all applicable cases. Of the 11 Civilian claims to which this attribute applied, 10 claims were not properly documented for potential third-party recovery. There were no applicable subrogation cases for Police and Fire claims we tested.

Grant Thornton notes that commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices suggest all claims be assessed for potential third-party liability and if identified, perform a liability analysis. Because the Program only assessed the third-party liability potential for one (1) claim we tested, this attribute only applied to that one (1) claim and there was no documented liability analysis for the claim.

Grant Thornton noted commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices suggest that any subrogation recovery received be documented and recorded. The applicable Civilian claim discussed above for which third-party recovery potential was addressed in the file, had documented evidence of a recovery received.

Litigation

The Claims Management Guide indicates there should be an initial file analysis performed by counsel upon consideration of counsel assignment to a claim. Of the 25 Civilian claims to which this attribute applied, 24 claims did not have a documented file analysis. There were no applicable Police and Fire claims we tested related to litigation.

The Claims Management Guide states a budget should be developed for potential exposure value and legal expenses for a claim. Of the 23 Civilian claims to which this attribute applied, Grant Thornton was unable to identify any budget documented for potential value exposure or legal expenses. As noted previously, there were no applicable Police and Fire claims we tested related to litigation.

The Claims Management Guide states the Program’s Director must authorize any legal settlements. Of the 18 Civilian claims to which this attribute applied, Grant Thornton was unable to identify documented authorization of legal settlements. Additionally, beginning in 2018, DOL Torts Division attorneys must request and obtain Claim Counsel’s approval to go to trial or settle any claim greater than $100,000.00. Experienced DOL Torts Division attorneys do have the authority to move to pre-trial if the claim is less than $50,000.00, while novice DOL Torts Division attorneys must submit detailed written memos to Claims Counsel to obtain approval to go to trial on any given claim.

Closure

The Claims Management Guide sets out timing standards in terms of the initial claims handling, investigation, and closure. Best practices in the guide state within two (2) days of claim assignment,
initiation of contacts, action plan/summary, and initial claim set-up should all be addressed within iVOS. The presence of all of these elements occurring for a claim in the guide’s prescribed timeframe would constitute an “aggressively” handled file. We determined that for the 82 claims we tested to which this attribute applied, 44 Civilian and 22 Police and Fire claims were not handled in accordance with the Claims Management Guide.

The Claims Management Guide sets forth best practice standards for on-going bill monitoring, payment, and monthly tracking. These stipulations should ensure that all bills are paid prior to a claim file being closed; and if bills do arise after a claim is closed, they should be minimal and sparse. Of the 50 claims we tested that were closed and to which this attribute applied, 13 Civilian and six (6) Police and Fire claims were not handled in accordance with the aforementioned best practices.

A timely closure process should occur for all claims as indicated throughout the Claims Management Guide. Of the 67 claims we tested to which this attribute applied, 33 Civilian and 13 Police and Fire claims were not closed timely. Based on commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices, this would generally be within 30 days after the last reasonably expected benefit liability is paid.

Miscellaneous

As stated in the in the Claims Management Guide, the goal of disability management is to return employees to work in a timely manner. Of the 31 Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied, 16 did not have return to work properly documented and addressed. We did not test this attribute for Police and Fire claims as this aspect of claim administration is handled by their respective departments.

Per the Claims Management Guide, the topic of a Special Investigation Unit (SIU) is addressed. It states the SIU should be considered throughout the claim process, from point of intake through closure. Of the 19 Civilian we tested to which this attribute reasonably applied, based on program staff notes and correspondence, six (6) did not address or document SIU involvement. There were no applicable Police and Fire claims we tested involving the SIU.

It is commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practice that a review for Medicare coverage of eligible claimants should be conducted. All 35\(^\text{15}\) claims to which this attribute applied accounted for Medicare eligibility verification.

The Claims Management Guide states as a best practice, thorough and completed diaries\(^\text{16}\) are critical to claims administration. Of the 84 Civilian and Police and Fire claims we tested, 21 Civilian and six (6) Police and Fire claims did not have accurate and complete diaries.

\(^{15}\) Medicare does not apply to Medical Only claims as settlements do not take place for Medical Only claims. As such, there is no requirement to protect Medicare’s interest where no settlement has taken place.

\(^{16}\) A ‘diary’ is the documentation of completion of a given claim management step. For example, the adjuster should document the claimant’s next medical appointment in a diary as a reminder to follow up on work status, next steps, prepare for bill payment, and evaluate continuation of benefits.

The contents of this document were prepared solely for the use of the City of Chicago Corporation Counsel in the normal course of discharging their duties. It is not to be used, relied upon or referred to by any other party for any purpose.
Aviation Claims

File Administration

The Program’s Client Service Instructions (“CSI”) the City has filed with CCMSI indicates all claims and initial claim data should be reviewed by a CCMSI supervisor when a new claim is received to make an initial compensability assessment. Of the 19 Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, supervisor review documentation was in all of the claim files.

As previously noted, it is commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practice to assign a claim to an adjuster within 24 business hours of the claim having been received to expedite claim processing and ensure timely completion of subsequent steps after claim intake. This testing attribute applied to all 20 Aviation claims we tested and all were assigned to an adjuster within 24 hours. However, it should be noted that Grant Thornton identified seven (7) Aviation claims that were not reported to CCMSI by the Aviation department in a timely fashion.

While the Program’s Claim’s Management Guide does not govern CCMSI’s practices, for testing comparability purposes we applied the guide’s stipulations against the claims handled by CCMSI that were subject to our testing. As stipulated by the guide, the claimant’s AWW and TTD benefit amounts should be calculated within two (2) days of the claim being assigned to a claim adjuster. Of the 12 Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, all had AWW/TTD calculated timely.

Initial File Review

The Program’s Claims Management Guide contains best practices to conduct an IFA upon claim assignment. Grant Thornton tested IFA documentation against commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices that generally allow 24 to 48 hours after the claim is assigned to an adjuster for such a review. This attribute applied to all 20 Aviation claims tested. The timely IFA was documented for all 20 Aviation claims tested.

The Claims Management Guide contains a best practice to obtain a recorded statement from all claimants. Of the 19 Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, three (3) did not contain a recorded claimant statement.

The Claims Management Guide contains a best practice to obtain a witness statement on all Medical Only, Indemnity, and Managed Medical claims. Of the eight (8) Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, five (5) claims did not contain a witness statement.

The Claims Management Guide contains a best practice that an Action Plan/Summary should be documented. Of the 19 Aviation claims tested to which this attribute applied, all contained a documented Action Plan/Summary and subsequent supervisory reviews.
The Claims Management Guide contains a best practice that compensability determinations be complete and documented within two (2) business days after claim assignment to an adjuster. Of the 19 Aviation claims to which this attribute applied we tested, three (3) claims did not contain a documented compensability determination. For the 16 claims where compensability was documented, it was done so in a timely fashion.

**Benefit Delivery/Wages**

It is the Program’s process that the assigned claims adjuster calculates AWW and TTD, and verifies the calculation against the claimant’s wage statement. Of the 12 Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, one (1) did not have documented AWW verification.

The Illinois Workers’ Compensation Commission, Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 9110, Section 9110.70 of the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules Administrative Code requires that Temporary Disability stop letters be sent to the claimant within 14 days of benefits being stopped. Of the five (5) Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, CCMSI did not send Temporary Disability stop letters to any of those claimants.

We did not identify any overpayments for the 20 Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied.

**Medical Review**

The Program’s Claims Management Guide stipulates the claim adjuster should conduct an initial and ongoing review of available medical records. The best practice further stipulates this should be documented and summarized. All 16 Aviation claims to which this attribute applied contained a documented medical review.

The Program’s Claims Management Guide contains a best practice to obtain a signed medical release (Medical Authorization Request) from the employee. Of the 16 Aviation claims to which this attribute applied, four (4) claims did not have evidence of this medical release being retained or at the very least being sent out to the claimant.

The Program’s Claims Management Guide stipulates a medical canvas for additional records should be conducted, documented, and summarized. Of the 14 Aviation claims to which this attribute applied, a medical canvas was not conducted and properly documented for two (2) claims.

The Program’s Claims Management Guide makes reference to the Illinois Worker’s Compensation Act’s authorization to employers to conduct a drug and alcohol test on employees after they are involved in any incident that results in a fatality or injury and occurs while on duty or while performing acts on the behalf of the employer. Of the 11 Aviation to which this attribute applied, four (4) claims did not contain drug test results. One (1) of those four (4) claims that did not contain drug test results, did contain evidence a drug test was performed, but the results were not documented in the claim file.
Forms

The Act requires employers to file FROI reports for all claims resulting in more than three (3) days of lost wages for the employee. Of the 16 Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, all contained evidence in the file that a FROI was manually filed with the Illinois Worker’s Compensation Commission as required under Section 6(b) of the Act.

The Illinois Workers’ Compensation Commission, Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 9110, Section 9110.70 of the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules Administrative Code requires that delay letters be sent to the claimant if a compensability decision will not be made within 14 days of being notified or when they are aware of a related liability that will delay compensability determination. Of the two (2) Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute may have reasonably applied, neither contained evidence of a delay letter.

The Illinois Workers’ Compensation Commission, Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 9110, Section 9110.70 of the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules Administrative Code requires that denial letters be sent to claimants within 14 days of being notified or when they are aware of a related liability if the employer denies liability for payment of TTD with a written explanation of the basis for denial. Of the two (2) Aviation claims we tested that were denied, both contained documentation of an adequate denial letter being sent to the claimant.

Reserves for claims managed by CCMSI are documented within the tabs of the claim file. As such, the reserves worksheet testing attribute would not have been applicable to these claims. However, Grant Thornton noted that all Aviation claims tested contained documented reserves within the claim files in ICE.

Reserves

It is the Program’s best practice that reserves for all applicable claims be set timely, which the Program defines as two (2) business days from claim assignment to an adjuster. Of the 17 Aviation claims to which this attribute applied, all had reserves set timely.

It is commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practice to set reserve exposure for potential ultimate probable cost or expected future indemnity and medical payments. Of the 17 Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, all contained adequately calculated reserve exposure.

Grant Thornton observed it is commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practice that: reserves be properly set to pay for future and expected bills associated with a claim, and not on an ad hoc basis or “stair-stepping”. According to commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices, reserves should be set within two (2) business days. All Aviation claims we tested had reserves adequately set at the onset of a claim and we did not identify a practice of “stair-stepping”.

Subrogation

The Program Claims Management Guide contains a best practice that potential third-party liability be assessed for all applicable claims. This attribute applied to all 20 Aviation claims we tested and all addressed subrogation in the claim file.
Commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices suggest all claims should be assessed for potential third-party liability and if identified a liability analysis be performed. Of the two (2) Aviation claims for which potential third-party liability was identified, both contained documented liability analysis.

Commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices suggest that any subrogation recovery received be documented and recorded. The subrogation lien was forfeited for one (1) of the two (2) Aviation claims in which third-party liability was identified. The other claim did not have documented evidence of a recovery received.

Litigation

The Claims Management Guide indicates there should be an initial file analysis performed by counsel upon consideration of counsel assignment to a claim. Of the four (4) Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, two (2) claims did not have a documented initial file analysis.

The Claims Management Guide indicates a budget should be developed for potential exposure value and legal expenses. Of the four (4) Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, three (3) did not contain a documented budget for potential exposure value and legal expenses.

The Claims Management Guide states that any legal settlements be authorized by a claims director. Of the three (3) Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, one (1) did not contain documented supervisory authorization of the legal settlement.

Closure

The Claims Management Guide sets out timing standards in terms of the initial claims handling, investigation, and closure. The guide’s best practices state within two (2) days of claim assignment, initiation of contacts, action plan/summary, and initial claim set-up should all be documented. The presence of all of these elements occurring for a claim in the guide prescribed timeframe would constitute an “aggressively” handled file. Of the 10 Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, we determined all were handled in accordance with the Claims Management Guide.

The Claims Management Guide sets forth best practice standards for on-going bill monitoring, payment, and monthly tracking. These stipulations should ensure that all bills are paid prior to a claim file being closed; and if bills do arise after a claim is closed, they should be minimal and sparse. Of the 10 Aviation claims we tested that were closed and to which this attribute applied, all were handled in accordance with best practices set forth in the guide.

A timely closure process should occur for all claims as indicated throughout the Claims Management Guide. Of the 13 Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, we determined one (1) was not closed timely. Based on commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices, this would generally be within 30 days after the last reasonably expected benefit liability is paid.

Miscellaneous

As stated in the Claims Management Guide, the goal of disability management is to return employees to work in a timely manner. Of the 12 Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied, we determined all of the claims had return to work properly documented and addressed.
Grant Thornton

Per of the Claims Management Guide, the topic of a SIU is addressed. It states the SIU should be considered throughout the claim process, from point of intake all the way through closure. Of the Aviation claims we tested, use of the SIU was not applicable.

A review for Medicare coverage of eligible claimants should be conducted. All 1717 Aviation claims we tested to which this attribute applied accounted for Medicare eligibility verification.

The Claims Management Guide states as a best practice, thorough and completed diaries are critical to claims management. This attribute applied to 17 of the Aviation claims we tested and of those claims we tested, we determined one (1) claim file did not have an accurate and complete diary.

**Federally Funded Civilian**

**File Administration**

The Program’s CSI the City filed with CCMSI indicates all claims and initial claim data should be reviewed by a CCMSI supervisor when a new claim is received to make an initial compensability assessment. Of the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied, supervisor review documentation was in all of the claim files.

As previously noted, it is commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practice to assign a claim to an adjuster within 24 business hours of the claim having been received by the Program; in order to expedite claim processing and ensure timely completion of subsequent steps after claim intake. This testing attribute applied to all five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested, and all were assigned to an adjuster within 24 hours.

While the Program’s Claim’s Management Guide does not govern CCMSI’s practices, for testing comparability purposes we applied the guide’s stipulations against the claims handled by CCMSI that were subject to our testing. As stipulated by the guide, the claimant’s AWW and TTD benefit amounts should be calculated within two (2) days of the claim being assigned to a claim adjuster. Of the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied, all had AWW/TTD calculated timely.

**Initial File Review**

The Program’s Claims Management Guide contains best practices to conduct an initial file analysis (“IFA”) upon claim assignment. Grant Thornton tested IFA documentation against commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices that generally allow 24 to 48 hours after the claim is assigned to an adjuster for such a review. This attribute applied to all five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims tested. The timely IFA was documented for all five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims tested.

---

17 Medicare does not apply to Medical Only claims as settlements do not take place for medical only claims. As such, there is no requirement to protect Medicare’s interest where no settlement has taken place.
The Claims Management Guide contains a best practice to obtain a recorded statement from all claimants. Of the two (2) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied, both had evidence of a recorded statement.

The Claims Management Guide contains a best practice to obtain a witness statement on all Medical Only, Indemnity, and Managed Medical claims. There were no Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied.

The Claims Management Guide contains a best practice that an Action Plan/Summary should be documented. Of the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims tested to which this attribute applied, all contained a documented Action Plan/Summary and subsequent supervisory reviews.

The Claims Management Guide contains a best practice that compensability determinations be complete and documented within two (2) business days after claim assignment to an adjuster. Of the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims to which this attribute applied we tested, all five (5) claims contained a documented compensability determination and it was done so in a timely fashion.

**Benefit Delivery/Wages**

It is the Program’s process that the assigned claims adjuster calculates AWW and TTD, and verifies the calculation against the claimant’s wage statement. Of the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied, all of them had a documented AWW verification.

Per the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Commission, Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 9110, Section 9110.70 of the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules Administrative Code requires that Temporary Disability stop letters be sent to the claimant within 14 days of benefits being stopped. Of the two (2) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied, CCMS1 did not send Temporary Disability stop letters to either of those claimants.

We identified overpayment for one (1) of the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims to which this attribute applied; however, the overpayment was subsequently recovered.

**Medical Review**

The Program’s Claims Management Guide stipulates the claim adjuster should conduct an initial and ongoing review of available medical records, which should be documented and summarized. All five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims to which this attribute applied contained a documented medical review.

The Program’s Claims Management Guide contains a best practice to obtain a signed medical release (Medical Authorization Request) from the employee. All five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims to which this attribute applied, had evidence of this medical release being retained.

The Program’s Claims Management Guide stipulates a medical canvas for additional records should be conducted and documented and summarized. All five (5) of the Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied had a medical review properly documented.
The Program's Claims Management Guide references the Act's authorization to employers to conduct a drug and alcohol test on employees after they are involved in any incident that results in a fatality or injury which occurs while on duty or while performing acts on the behalf of the employer. None of the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested failed this attribute test.

Forms

The Act requires employers to file FROI reports for all claims resulting in more than three (3) days of lost wages for the employee. Of the two (2) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied, one (1) did not contain evidence in the file that a FROI was manually filed with the Illinois Worker's Compensation Commission as required under Section 6(b) of the Act.

Per the Illinois Workers' Compensation Commission, Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 9110, Section 9110.70 of the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules Administrative Code requires that delay letters be sent to the claimant if a compensability decision will not be made within 14 days of being notified or when they are aware of a related liability that will delay compensability determination. This attribute did not apply to the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian Claims we tested.

Per the Illinois Workers' Compensation Commission, Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 9110, Section 9110.70 of the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules Administrative Code requires that denial letters be sent to claimants within 14 days of being notified or when they are aware of a related liability if the employer denies liability for payment of temporary total compensation with a written explanation of the basis for denial. Of the one (1) Federally Funded Civilian claim we tested that was denied, the claim file contained documentation of an adequate denial letter being sent to the claimant.

Reserves for claims managed by CCMSI are documented within the tabs of the claim file. As such, the reserves worksheet testing attribute would not have been applicable to these claims. However, Grant Thornton noted that all Federally Funded Civilian claims tested contained documented reserves within claim files within ICE.

Reserves

It is the Program's best practice that reserves for all applicable claims be set timely, which the Program defines as two (2) business days from claim assignment to an adjuster. Of the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied, one (1) did not have reserves set timely.

It is commonly accepted workers' compensation insurance industry best practice to set reserve exposure for potential ultimate probable cost or expected future indemnity and medical payments. Of the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied, all contained adequately calculated exposure reserves.

Grant Thornton noted it is commonly accepted workers' compensation insurance industry best practice that reserves be properly set to pay for future and expected bills associated with a claim, and not on an ad hoc basis or "stair-stepping". According to commonly accepted workers' compensation insurance industry best practices, reserves should be set within two (2) business days. All Federally Funded Civilian claims we
tested had reserves adequately set at the onset of a claim and we did not identify a practice of “stair-stepping”.

**Subrogation**

The Program Claims Management Guide contains a best practice that potential third-party liability be assessed for all applicable claims. This attribute applied to all five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested and all addressed subrogation in the claim file.

Commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices suggest all claims should be assessed for potential third-party liability, and if applicable, perform a liability analysis. This attribute did not apply to any of the Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested.

Commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices suggest that any subrogation recovery received be documented and recorded. This attribute applied to one (1) of the Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested and the claim file contained documented evidence that recovery receipt was pending at the time of testing.

**Litigation**

The Claims Management Guide states there should be an initial file analysis performed by counsel upon consideration of counsel assignment to a claim. This attribute did not apply to any of the Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested.

The Claims Management Guide states a budget should be developed for potential exposure value and legal expenses. This attribute did not apply to any of the Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested.

The Claims Management Guide states that a claims director should authorize any legal settlements. This attribute did not apply to any of the Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested.

**Closure**

The Claims Management Guide sets out timing standards in terms of the initial claims handling, investigation, and closure. The guide states within two (2) days of claim assignment, initiation of contacts, action plan/summary, and initial claim set-up should all be documented. The presence of all of these elements occurring for a claim in the guide prescribed timeframe would constitute an “aggressively” handled file. Of the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied, we determined all were handled in accordance with the Claims Management Guide.

The Claims Management Guide sets forth best practice standards for on-going bill monitoring, payment, and monthly tracking. These stipulations should ensure that all bills are paid prior to a claim file being closed; and if bills do arise after a claim is closed, they should be minimal and sparse. Of the five (5) Federally Funded claims we tested that were closed and to which this attribute applied, all were handled in accordance with best practices set forth in the guide.

A timely closure process should occur for all claims as indicated throughout the Claims Management Guide. Of the five (5) Federally Funded Civilian claims we tested to which this attribute applied, all were handled in accordance with best practices set forth in the guide.
**d. Recommendations**

**File Administration**

**Supervisor/Director Review:** Written policies and procedures should be developed, clarifying Program management’s roles within the claims administration process from claim intake to closure. Records should be kept and a queue created detailing new claims received, claims reviewed, and claims still pending. Commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices indicate this should be done daily. Program management review could be implemented to ensure accountability. All activity should be noted within the claim file review notes or Notepad.

**File Assigned within 24 Hours:** Claim file assignment to an adjuster should be based on daily incoming case load and staffing levels, with exceptions made for extraordinary cases or circumstances. Commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices indicate claim file assignment should occur within 24 hours. A monitoring mechanism should be established to ensure adherence to timely assignment of claims.

**AWW/TD:** The Program should consider adding a review process on the 3rd business day from date of claim receipt to ensure that AWW and TD rates are calculated and processed timely. Any exceptions should be reviewed, recorded, and tracked for progress or lack thereof. All activity should be noted within the claim file review notes or Notepad.

---

18 Medicare does not apply to Medical Only claims as settlements do not take place for medical only claims. As such, there is no requirement to protect Medicare’s interest where no settlement has taken place.
Initial File Review

Initial File Analysis within 24/48 hrs. Written policies and procedures should be developed, clarifying Program management’s roles and review requirements within the claims administration process and IFA. Commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices indicate this should be done within 24-48 after claim file assignment. Program management review should be implemented to ensure accountability and verification analysis is being performed. All activity should be noted within the claim file review notes or Notepad.

Recorded Statement: Program management should establish a documented and robust process surrounding review of the Notepad Activity Report. Any new losses that have zero activity within the Notepad or no documented attempts of contact within the designated timeline (defined in the Claims Management Guide as no later than the end of the next business day following the first business day reported) should be prompt notification to the claim adjuster and requirement to provide status and follow-up. The Program should consider setting follow up diary tasks on an automatic basis which notify Program management if claimant contact is not completed within best practice requirements.

Witness Statement: Witness statement forms could be provided to each City department’s Human Resources team for the witness to complete immediately following the injury and the statement could be submitted with the initial notice of injury.

Action Plan/Summary Provided: Written policies and procedures should be developed detailing roles and responsibilities of claim adjusters and Program management for completing and reviewing the Action Plan/Summary. Lack of an Action Plan/Summary in combination with an adjuster’s case load could hinder the ability of the adjuster to efficiently and effectively move through the claims administration process to the detriment of the claimant and the claimant’s department as a whole. Program leadership review/oversight should be considered for accountability purposes.

Compensability Determination Performed: Written policies and procedures should be developed detailing roles and responsibilities of claim adjusters and Program management for compensability determination. Commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry best practices suggest a supervisory report review be performed mid-month for a prior month’s claims. More frequent iterations of the report review should be considered until initial claims handling metrics are brought to appropriate levels. Program leadership review/oversight should be considered to ensure determination is being performed. All activity should be noted within the claim file review notes or Notepad.

Benefit Delivery/Wages

Stop TD Letters (State Regulation Section 9110.70): Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 9110, Section 9110.70 of the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules Administrative Code requires that Temporary Disability stop letters be sent to the claimant within 14 days of benefits being stopped. Written policies and procedures should be developed and implemented to ensure the Program is Temporary Disability stop letters in compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

Overpayment on File: All overpayments we identified were related to Indemnity benefits paid after Indemnity benefits were stopped or because of an incorrect calculation of Indemnity benefits. Periodic supervisory review should be established to ensure claims payments are accurately made and to
mitigate the risk of overpayment. Attempt at recovery of overpayments should be made during the course of the claim or at the time of claim settlement in an effort to recover any overpayment made. All activity should be noted within the claim file review notes or Notepad.

Medical Review

Medical Analysis Completed: Written policies and procedures should be developed to require Program management's review of claim adjusters conducting initial review and on-going analysis. This could be accomplished by reviewing the Medical Notepad within iVOS as well as medical reports and bills housed within Coventry Connect. All activity should be noted within the claim file review notes or Notepad.

Medical Authorization Request Sent: Written policies and procedures should be developed to require Program management review to ensure claim adjusters obtain medical release forms, properly document them in the Medical Notepad, and summarize them in the Action Plan/Summary Notepad.

Medical Canvas Performed: Written policies and procedures should be developed to require Program management’s review to ensure claim adjusters obtain medical release forms, properly document them in the Medical Notepad, summarize them in the Action Plan/Summary Notepad, and compete ISO indexing.

Drug Test Performed: Written policies and procedures should be developed to require Program management periodically review “Examination Tracking” reports within iVOS to verify claim adjusters administer drug and alcohol tests and document results for applicable claims.

Forms

FROI Report Filed: Written policies and procedures should be developed and implemented to ensure the Program complies with the Act’s requirement to file FROI reports for claims resulting in more than three (3) days of lost wages for the employee. The Program advised Grant Thornton it will be ready for electronic reporting of the FROI, as required by the Act effective June 2019. Failure to file electronic FROI reports will cause the Program to be noncompliant with the Act.

Delay Letter Sent – Within 14 Days (State Regulation Section 9110.70): Written policies and procedures should be developed and implemented to ensure delay letters are sent to the claimant if a compensability decision will not be made within 14 days of being notified or when they are aware of a related liability that will delay compensability determination.

Denial Letter Sent - Within 14 Days (State Regulation Section 9110.70): Written policies and procedures should be developed and implemented to ensure the Program issues TTD payments within 14 days of claim notification, if due. Otherwise, a denial letter should be sent to the claimant within 14 days of claim notification, if the employer denies liability for payment of temporary total compensation. A written explanation of the basis for denial should be sent and should contain more detail than the language currently being used.

Settlement/Reserve Analysis: A claim settlement analysis should be completed on any claim that is litigated or where permanent partial disability is due. This analysis should be completed in a timely
manner (within 30 days of demand or MMI). Authority provided to assigned legal counsel should be followed up on in 30 day intervals in an effort to move the file to conclusion in a timely manner.

A reserve analysis should be completed on each claim. The reserve analysis should be noted within the Notepad section of iVOS and should present a clear understanding of lost time, potential permanent disability, current medical treatment underway, and the potential of future medical treatment related to the injury. The reserve analysis should also account for expenses related to surveillance, litigation, etc.

**Reserves**

**Reserves Set Timely/Reserve Exposure:** Program management should develop and implement a process to ensure claim reserves are appropriately set and maintained throughout a claim’s lifecycle, and not simply adjusted when bills and expenses come due (i.e., stair-stepping). The Program should train all claims adjusters on how to set reserves for potential exposure. The training should also teach claims adjusters on how to set reserves at ultimate probable cost to minimize the risk of under-reserving, which can ultimately cause significant financial burdens to the Program and City.

**Subrogation**

**Third-Party Potential Liability Assessed:** The Claims Management Guide provides guidance for subrogation handling, but does not include a review process to ensure subrogation was being assessed. Written policies and procedures should be developed in order to ensure that subrogation potential is either maximized or ruled out.

**Liability Analysis Provided:** If subrogation potential is identified, an analysis should be performed to determine special considerations and the possibility of involvement of subrogation legal counsel to maximize recovery. This should be part of the initial claims handling and investigation notes, which should be documented in the Notepad and the subrogation box in iVOS should be checked within the claims file to confirm the claims adjuster has considered subrogation. Program management should develop a process for reviewing claims to determine subrogation is effectively reviewed and pursued or ruled out.

**Recovery Received:** All claims require review for potential subrogation. Once subrogation is identified, the claim adjuster should either send a lien letter or assign the claim to subrogation legal counsel in an effort to maximize recovery. These claim files should be monitored on an ongoing basis until recovery is received.

**Litigation**

**Initial File Analysis / Litigation Summary:** Program management should develop a process to validate an initial file analysis and litigation summary are prepared for claims upon assignment to defense legal counsel. Updates should be obtained on an ongoing basis until the claim is brought to final resolution.

**Budget:** If a claim is litigated, defense legal counsel should prepare a budget which is reviewed by the claim adjuster. The adjuster and defense legal counsel should monitor the budget throughout the litigation process to ensure it is being adhered to and defense legal counsel does exceed the approved
budget without written approval from the Program. Defense legal counsel should present the Program with an updated budget and detailed explanation for the requested increase in writing when seeking the Program’s approval. Written policies and procedures should be developed outlining the process for developing the budget, the necessary details when defense legal counsel seeks a budget increase, and how the Program’s decision should be documented and maintained.

**Settlement Authorization Requests:** Defense legal counsel should provide a claim settlement analysis on their assigned claim file, at the appropriate time (i.e., MMI, or upon demand from the plaintiff attorney). Program management should review any claim settlement analysis from defense legal counsel within 30 business days and provide settlement approval based upon their review and knowledge of the file in conjunction with their review of defense legal counsel's analysis. Written policies and procedures should be developed to ensure timely review of all claim settlement requests from defense legal counsel, at all levels, to mitigate FWA risks.

The Program should reassess the parameters and all informal procedures currently in place that may be adversely impacting DOL Torts Division attorneys’ autonomy leading to waste and abuse. The Program and the DOL Torts Division attorneys should ensure any parameters in place are sensible and regularly reviewed for propriety.

**Closure**

**File Aggressively Handled:** All claim files should be handled in an aggressive manner to ensure timely movement to closure. This is inclusive of indemnity benefits, medical expenses, and other expenses (e.g., surveillance). Program management should review claims regularly (e.g., on a quarterly basis) to ensure they move forward in a timely and effective manner.

**All Bills Paid:** Written policies and procedures should be implemented to ensure bills are paid prior to claim file closure. Most, if not all, bills should be paid while the claim is still open. The claim adjuster should track bill receipt and contact any providers where bills remain outstanding at the time the claim file is ready for closure.

**Closed Timely:** Productivity requirements should be considered wherein there is a 1:1 closing ratio (a commonly accepted workers’ compensation insurance industry standard). Claim files that remain open beyond treatment timeframes or MMI may have reserves outstanding that can adversely affect the City financial statements. Program management review should be implemented to ensure claims move toward closure and handled properly.

**Miscellaneous**

**Return to Work (“RTW”) Addressed:** To effectively manage disability and workers' compensation, the Program needs to have consistent monitoring and supervisory review surrounding its RTW policies. Work Status tab, Notepad tab, and Claimant contact Notepad within iVOS should all be regularly reviewed. Program management should discuss with claims adjusters why early RTW is important as well as the cost savings that can be associated with it.

**Surveillance Assigned:** Written policies and procedures should be developed and implemented to ensure the SIU is being considered throughout a claim's lifecycle and utilized when appropriate. An RFP process should be developed for any third-party investigative services to ensure prospective third-

---
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parties are cost-effective, can provide quality product, and service expectations are clearly documented. When appropriate, the Program should also consider collaborating with the OIG for further investigative support.

**Diaries:** Written policies and procedures should be developed and implemented for Program management to review diaries within claims files to ensure accurate, completed claims handling occurs for all claims, by all claims adjusters.
VIII. PEER JURISDICTION ANALYSIS

a. Workstream Summary

Grant Thornton was tasked with collecting, aggregating, and analyzing workers' compensation program data from requested peer jurisdictions and comparing that data to the City’s Program data to determine if insights could be gleaned to develop strategies for increasing the Program's operational effectiveness and efficiency.

b. Procedures Performed

Grant Thornton collected and aggregated information and data from select peer jurisdictions. As some jurisdictions were unresponsive to requests or would not provide information requested, Counsel submitted formal Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) requests. Data was requested from several “sister” City agencies and large metro jurisdictions throughout the United States. See Table 2 below for a list of jurisdictions and the status of our data requests as of the date of this report. Grant Thornton analyzed the data received for a combination of performance statistics for fiscal years 2014 through 2018, including:

- Total dollar amount of claims paid
- Total number of claims
- Average claim amount
- Percentage of claims approved / denied
- Number of employees on workforce
- Percentage of workforce making / being awarded a claim
- Total administrative costs
- Total administrative costs as a percentage of claims paid
- Average cost to process / manage claims (administrative unit cost)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency/Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City of Chicago (Civilian, Police &amp;</td>
<td>Data received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Public Schools</td>
<td>Data received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Parks District</td>
<td>Data received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Transit Authority</td>
<td>Data received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>Data received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento</td>
<td>Data received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Data received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Partial data received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>FOIA requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>FOIA requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>FOIA requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>FOIA requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>City unresponsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>City unresponsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>City unresponsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>City unresponsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio</td>
<td>City unresponsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>Contact made - Request for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>information submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>Contact made - Request for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>information submitted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Peer Agencies and Jurisdictions**
c. Findings

Grant Thornton was unable to determine or confirm from the large metro jurisdictions whether their respective programs included all city workers or if separate programs administered claims for different departments (e.g., police, fire, aviation, or civilian).

As a result of a multitude of factors, findings and observations about peer data comparison could be readily subject to challenge and inconsistent interpretation. Such factors may include, but would not be limited to: varying population sizes, geographies\(^{19}\), municipal services provided via employees covered by local jurisdictional workers’ compensation benefit plans, and governing laws and regulations applicable to each jurisdiction.

A peer benchmarking exercise involving jurisdictions outside the State of Illinois would likely not provide the City with an equivalent baseline for comparison due to differing State laws, statutes, or rules governing workers’ compensation benefits. Furthermore, a comparison between the City’s Program and workers’ compensation benefits programs administered by “sister” agencies presents difficulty when trying to draw comparisons due to varying employee workforce sizes and work performed by those employees.

d. Recommendations

The City or the Program should establish its own formal peer jurisdiction analytic program to be performed on a periodic basis (e.g., bi-annual) to allow the City to have a better opportunity to proactively identify unusual patterns or trends that might be indicative of FWA that other jurisdictions are not experiencing or have put more robust controls in place to prevent and detect potential FWA. We also recommend the City form a core group of fiscal leadership with responsibilities related to administering and accounting for the City’s Program that can periodically connect with and network with peers in other jurisdictions to learn what other jurisdictions are finding to be best practices to prevent and detect FWA. The Program should consider performing a three (3) to five (5) year rolling analysis of the Program’s financial performance with consideration of the above mentioned performance statistics.

\(^{19}\) Geographies includes consideration for general weather patterns in each metro jurisdiction. For example, jurisdictions in the State of California may encounter less severe weather (i.e., snow and ice) compared to jurisdictions like Boston, the City, and New York City.
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While this is not an exhaustive list, Grant Thornton identified several general best practices commonly found in municipal workers’ compensation programs that the City of Chicago could benefit from and should consider implementing listed below:

- Establishing specific reporting periods (i.e., FROI report). For example, ‘Injury must be reported to employer within 21 days of employee injury. After 120 days the injury is non-compensable.’
  
  NOTE: Any such City guidelines should be drafted in conformity with governing State of Illinois, federal, and local laws and regulations.

- Establishing consistent review processes throughout the entire lifespan of the claim.

- Actively monitoring the employee recovery period and maintaining contact with the employee.

- Developing a robust and mandated participation and use of a return to work program.

Maintaining reasonable reserves for anticipated future medical costs.